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amon Duke seems to be mare entranced by the
receiving at the Calloway County Health Depar-
the injection is Craphene Mowery, R.N., while
atalie Duke of Route 1, Hazel, looks on. The health
an immunization program every Tuesday and Thursday.
Photo ;ly Peggy Wakefield
Health Department Has
JrnmunizafionProgram
Inc Ca ay County Hea th
Department at7O1 Olive St. provide an
immunization program on Tuesfs
and Thursdays from 8 to 11:30 a.m. an
from 1 to 4 p.m.
For more information about the
immunization program or other ser-
vices offered by the---local health
department call 753-3381 or stop by the
department
In recent years, he percentage of
children immunized aojnst childhood
_diseases has been decli As a
result, measles and other prenehtable
diseases continue to strike.
Worse still, hearth experts warn that
unless more young children ar
munized, wide spread epidemics could
take place once again, spreading
particularly among pre-school
'children.
Motorists Should Find Fuel For Holiday
State Orders Gas Shipments
By The Associated Press
The state has ordered an emergency
shipment of 78,000 gallons of gasoline to
Harlan County to tide the fuel-short
area over until stations begin receiving
July allotments next week, according to
deputy Energy Commissioner Damon
Harrison.
"They ought to be all right over the
weekend," Harrison said Friday.
Elsewhere in the state, he said,
motorists should be able to find
gasoline for travel during the weekend
and on the July 4 holiday next week.
He said there had been no reports of
severe shortages Friday other than in
Harlan County.
"There may be some other spots, but
that was the hottest. I think it will be
__generally. all right.
However, he warned, "I wouldn't
gamble too much on finding it at night.
There are a lot of stations closing at
night. And it's the same thing on
Sunday."
State police received no requests--
Friday to escort fuel or food trucks,
said Gordon Nichols, a spokesman for
the Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services at Frankfort.
The DES has coordinated, activities of
the state police and National Guard
since guard troops were called up to
deal with the trucker shutdown.
Nichols said about 125 National
Guardsmen would remain on duty
through the weekend in the London
area, where they have been watching
fuel storage areas and interstate high-
way overpasses.
Adjutant General Billy Wellmiui will
decide Sunday night whether to keep
troops on duty longer, Nichols said.
Harlan County was one of several
that received emergency allocations of
gasoline.
Richard Paule, an energy specialist
in the state Department of Energy, said
officials were "amazed" to find out
about the Harlan County shortage.
"In that area of the state, the rest of
the counties have gas," he said.
But at Lynch in Harlan County cars
have been lining up 30 and 40 at a time
this week at Roger Epps' Gulf station.
His is the only station in town, and Epps
was limiting individual purchases to $5
.And total sales to 750 gallons each
morning and evening to conserve what
little gasoline he has left.
Ronnie Alford and his brother were
selling gagnt their Harlan Shell station
for about four hours men day, hoping to
milk their 7,000-gallon reserve through
the weekend.
Paule said he did not know why





WASHINGTON (AP) — Democratic
congressional leaders, taking note of
public distress over lengthening
gasoline lines, are ready to push for
quick approval of a standby gasoline
rationing plan.
A House energy and power sub-
committee will begin work on a
rationing proposal July 11, two days
after Congress returns from a 10-day
Independence Day recess, said
congressional sources who asked Bet to
be named.
With gasoline supplies expected to be
xtremely tight supply over the
holiday.House leaders are indicating
they èxp&14.he political climate to ie
right for enac Merit of what has beer a
difficult piece of leialtion,
Six weeks ago, the e rejected
One Million South Koreans
WQIcome Carter Upon Arrival
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
SEOUL, South Korea ( AP )- —
President Carter, arriving here to a
tumultous welcome by'- an estimated
one million people, challenged South
Korea today to match its human rights
record with its dramatic economic
progress.
The U.S. president, addressing
authoritarian President Park Chung-
he in a dinner toast,. said he believed
the country's economic progress "can
be matched by similar progress
through the realization of basic human
aspirations in political and human
rights."
Carter also declared that U.S.
security interests are "directly in-
volved" in South Korea, adding that-the
maintenance of peace here is "vital to
the international community."
Stressing the human rights issue,
Carter said the United States strongly
believes -"a free society is the key to
realizing the full potential for
development and growth." He con-
tinued:
"There is a growing consensus within




One woman was injured and several
buildings were damaged when a tor-
nado whipped through Georgetown as a
thunderstorm system spawned rain,
hail and funnet clouds in several
Ker—iWayn counties.
Two Georgetown police cruisers were
crushed under debris Friday evening /
when the storm blew out the west wall
of the one-story building that houses
city government and the fire depart-
ment.
An unidentified woman was injured
when a u ility wire, not live, caught on a
passing pickup truck and was thrown
around her legs. Shuwas treated and
released at John Graves Memorial
Hospital in Georgetown.
Witnesses said two small funnel
, clouds, moving side by side, ap-
proached Georgetown, then separated,
with one going through downtown and
the other veering east.-
"It Mowed me down," said Bobby
Dunn. a city employee who was at the
fire station. It just picked my feet up
and bloved me right across the floor."
Two large plate-glass window' were
blown out ol the First National Bank by
- flying debris from rooftops across the
street Authorities reported damage tc
several houses in outlying subdieisions.
Earlier Friday - evening, a funnel
cloud reportedly touched down at the
Circle K horse farm' at Finchville in
Shelby County, shifting a mobile home
from its foundation and knocking down
fences.
"It sheared the fence posts off at the
ground and laid the fence on its side,"
said Betty Kaelin, who owns the farm
with her husband, Forrest. "But not one
board was missing."
The storm then skipped over to horse
stables owned by Ronny and Linda
Graham, taking the roof, chirmieys and
sidings off their helm. No one was
injured.
At Bagdad in western Shelby County,
which borders Jefferson_ County near
Louisville, a funnel cloud touched down
momentarily on the farm of Ji!ihn
Merchant, turning over a farm wagon
before rising back into the clouds.
A tornado also was seen late Friday
near Danville, but no damage or in-
juries *ere immediately reported.
Most of Kentucky remained under a
toThado watch until 1:30 a.m. EDT
today.
Early today, a severe :thunderstorm
with small hail late* down trees And
some power lines as it moved through
southern Casey, Russell. Pulaski and
Wayne counties, the National Weather
Service, said.
fundamental value of human rights.
individual dignity, political freedom
freedom of the . press and the rule of
law."
In toasting Carter, Park said "the
clouds of war still hang_ over the Korea
peninsula" but promised to "keep our
doors open for dialogue" with the
communist North "in our firm believe
that the nay of our national reunion will
eventually come."
The Park government argues that the
North Korean threat makes political
freedom asnit is known in the United
States impossible here.
The government has placed a number
of political dissidents under house
arrest during' the U.S. president's 43-
hour visit.
'Carter, di-etas—trig Security; declared
that "Koreans and Americans will
continue to stand shoulder-to-shoulder
to prevent aggression on this peninsula,
and to preserve the peace. Our militarn
commitment to Korea's security n
unshakeable, strung and enduring.-
(7arter and Park discussed humas
rights and the U.S. president's non -
suspended plan to gradually withdran
31,000 American ground troops free.
South Korea during an afternoer.
meeting that lasted 21/2 hours --
minutes longer than expected.
White House press secretary- iJod
Powell said he does not know whe
Carter will decide whether to continue
or cancel the withdrawal, a 1971
campaign pledge. ,-
Powell indicated that much of th,
session was devoted to South Koreai.
security and efforts to promote region
stability.
Perhaps his largest welcoming crowd
ever greeted Carter, wife Rosalynn and
11-year-old daughter Amy in a tick, i
tape parade today.,.
Carter was met by crowds estimak.:
originally at half a million.
estimate was then raised to one million
persons. They waved paper flags and
cheered during his six-mile motorcad,
ride into the city.
The 43-hour state visit began lal.
Friday when Carter arrived in Sir
Korea from a seven-nation econonii,
summit in Tokyo.
, President Carter's proposed rationing
plan by a wide margin. The president
said any new scheme would have to
cpme from Congress.
The president's proposal would have
established a system of gasoline
coupons to be issued to motorists on the
basis of how many cars they own. It
would have been invoked only during a
national energy emergency — when
r '2:47‘ —tages are worse than they are new.
But Deputy Energy Secretary John
O'Leary drew a link Friday between
worsening shortages this year, and
potential. enactment of a standy. plan.
Testifying before a joint meeting of
three House subcommittees with
jurisdiction over energy, O'Leary said
he sees no end to long gasoline lines by
fall.
Rationing, he, said, "should be con-
sidered ... maybe we ought to go back
and look at it more seriously."
. O'Leary also said the administration
* was dicated to seeing "that people
'sire not going to freeze in their homes"
this •nter because of heating oil
shortage . "If need be, we will take
steps that cou rce disruptions in the
supply of ... gasohnc. and other oil
products," he said.
In a television interview
Energy Secretary Jatfles -
Schlesinger indicated Friday that any
gasoline rationing plan enacted by
Congress should be invoked only if
foreign oil imports were choked off, or
some similar energy crisis.
One administration official, traveling
with Carter on his trip to Japan and
South Korea, said Friday it is possible
the administration might send a new
rationing proposal of its own to Capitol
HAIL
Whether a rationing proposal comes
from the White House or elsewhere,
various congreasional leaders said
Friday the time is right for a new try.
House Majority Leader Jim Wright of
Texas said the rationing, plan will, be
—thcked on to a conservation bill which
has passed the Senate and is now
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Mostly sunny this morning
becoming partly sunny this af-
ternoon. Highs frorli the upper 70s
to the low Ms. Clear and cool
tonight. Lows in the low to mid
60s. Sunny and pleasant Sunday.'
Highs from the upper 70s to the
Ion firls. Winds, 'northwest to
north 5 to 10 miles an hour today
becoming light and variable
tonight.
most. Service station operators
generally agreed that the problem was
primarily one of exhausted monthly
allocations rather than an inability to
get gas delivered.
Harrison said travel in moderation
should not be overly risky during the
weekend.
"Personally, if it was me, I wouldn't
go on a great loin; trip," he said
"But if they want to go on a normal
trip during the weekend or a normal
'trip on the 4th — which they'll be
constrained to because of the one-day
holiday — I think they'll be able to find
the product."
Calloway County Gets
79,9.2.3 Gallons Of Gas
Calloway County received 79,920
gallons of gasoline recently as part of
the states release of set-aside reserves
to take • of emergency hardship
situations_ other counties also
received g. I-coding to the Depart-
ment of En4
These col are Henderson,
240,645 galloi. ' Hancock, 44,349;
Union, 63,700; Marshall, 131,637; Lyon,
39,943; Caldwell, 47,200; Livingston,
64,081; Crittenden, 19,507; Trigg,
65,362; Hopkins, 130,602; Perry;
103,484; and Jackson, 40,600.
Sharply increased tourist visits and
heavier than usual June farm activity
were major reasons for the hardship
situations in these counties.
A hardship is considered to exist if
retail sales outlets representing more
than half of the volumes normally sold
in an area will be out of the product for
a long time. This usually occurs at the
end of a month.
Set-aside allocations were also made
to three relatively isolated com-
munities where supply was near zero.
These communities were New Haven,
Petersburg and Fountain Run.
Seven other counties have requested
assistance, and information on those
situations is being gathereck " .
The purpose of the department
releases is to make gasoline reasonably
available to motorists and to ease long
lines at service stations. The Depart-
_ ment of Energy uses several sources to
determine whether a hardship existe!„
including assessment of the highest
elected local :official (county judge-
executives and mayors), fuel suppliers
and others that have expressed con-
In the future, these assessments will
be augmented with monitoring through
area development districts,
Agricultural Stabilization and Con-
servation Service offices and
cooperative extension services, if these
agencies will cooperate.
Monitoring presently done through
news media, auto clubs and Similar
sources will continue.
Department of Energy officials have
stressed that any county or community
asking for this assistance will be
carefully evaluated as to severity of
need and impact on its citizens.
Recession Likely Can't Be
Avoided, Economists Say
WASHINGTON AP — With
economic reverberations from the
latest round of oil price increases still
sounding,, one official in the nation's
capital Concedes, "It's all doom and
gloom around here."
Boit) government and p'rivate
economists now are saying a recession
probably can't be avoided. „
-That was the assessment Friday as
the nation neared the end of the first
half of a year beset with overall
problems of rising inflation and per-
sonallyaggravating gasoline lin0 and
shortages.
There' was one glimmer of news
raising the prospect of a possible dip in
food-prices. The Agriculture Depart-
ment said Friday the prices farmers
got -for raw food and fiber products
declined 1 percent in June. The decline
was only-the second since prices begae.
a steady rise last December. -
t the pervading mood was one, of
contin negativinsen*ment on
Thursday's decision by the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries, which decided to raise oil
prices to $18-to-$23.50 a -barrel —
compared the $12.70 a barrel prineset
late last year.
James Annable, an 'analyst with the
Congressional Budget Office, corn-
mented • "It's really a question of how
deep will the recession be. Earlier
OPEC increases had been draining
spending power out of consumers'
pockets.
"This will drain more and make it
very unlikely" a recession can be
avoided, Annable said.
Alfred E. Kahn, the Carter ad-
ministration's top inflation fighter, said
inflation probably will top last year's 9
percent rise. He says prices probably
will go up about 10 percent compared to
1978.
"It's all doom ?rid gloom around
ttre. I don't think younl find a singleoi
tiiinstic forecast A,where," said
one government apalyst wha.askon pot
to be identified.
Data Resources Inc., one of the Ole
private forecasting organizations, said
it is predicting economic growth will
decline for the final three quarters of
the year.
If their forecast is correct, the United
States will face "a recession near the
magnitude of the 1970 recession," Data
Resodrces' economist Patricia Mosser
said.
A Commerce Department reading of
an index designed to, forecast future
--..,_econortiic trends showed only a 0.4
Pere...Qnt bounce-back in May following a
2 perceniLnecline in April.
GUEST SPEAKER — Col. "Oink" Ernrot, farm director of WHOP Radio in.
Hopkinsville for 32" years, was the guest speaker at the June Dairy Month
Banquet held friday night at the A. Carman Pavilion Approximately 60
county and area dairymen were in attendance. Staff Photo by Mitt Sander,
•
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FOR SUNDAY, JULY 1,1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars *ay, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr 191T
Enlist the support of family
Your Individual 7)e.
Horoscope
 Fraikes Drake 
members' for tasks. Partners




Apr. 20 to May 20) a -
Serious talks with children,
dependents may be necessary.
Be willing to purchase
Ten Nays For
Good Neighbors
By Abigail Van Buren
fora by cosicapo T.wburiali r-fiews sy'O/Fir
DEAR ABBY: After reading your Ten Commandments
for Husbands and Wives. I deeicria to submit *hese. Ten
Commandments for Gdod Neighborliness:
1) Thou,shalt love t hi, neighbor, but not his wife, nor shalt
thou covet thy neighbor's house, or his car. 'or any other
thing he ownet10
2) Thou shalt keep thy dog, and thy stereo, and thy
lawnmower quiet while thy neighbor sleepeth.
3) Thou shalt borrow from the neighbor rarely, and when
thou doest, returneth undamaged and without delay that
which thou hast borrowed.
4) Thou shalt not alloweth thy pets nor thy children to run
amok, despoiling thy neighbor's lawn, flower beds and fence.
5) Thou shalt keepeth thy lawn green, thy fence painted
and thy driveway uncluttered even as ye shall also keep thy
vehicles in thy garage where they belong.
6) Thoui Malt watcheth always for criminals and fires in
thy neighborhood and guard.thy neighbor's home and his
property even as.thy own.
7) Thou shalt not useth thy home for any unsightly or il-
legal activity.
8) Thou shalt always stand ready to help thy neighbor in
his hour of true need, even as he does for thee.
9) Thou shalt not parketh thy camper, nor thy RV, nor thy
van in the street where it blocketh thy neighbor's view and
createth a safety hazard te all.
10) Thou shalt not hold wild .parties or orgies that lasteth urr-
til wee hours unless thou shalt inviteth thy neighbor. too._
AN-0NY NOUS- IN O-X N
if DEAR ABBY: I'll get. right to the point. I am a very at-
-tractive 20-year-olct girl and I've never had a boyfriend.
I've had many dates, but nothing has ever come of them
because the guys always seem to want something in the end.
My gitgrien.ds tell me that if I were to give to a guy a few
kisses it wouldn't hurt me. but I've tried that, and they are •
all over you in no time, and then you have a big fight on your
hands. •
Also, why does a girl have to give a guy a REASON for
refusing to go to bed with him? I am tired of trying to ex-
plain that there is nothing wrong with me. tOne guy offered
me a chance to prove to myself that I wasn't a'leSbian. How's
that for a novel approach?)
So how do 1"get a decent guy who just wants good com-
pany? I'm not about to give up what I'm saving for my wed-
ding night until I'm sure there's going to be a weddirfg .
. SAVING MYSELF IN S.C.
DEAR SAVING: You can get • decent guy by being
yourself. Don't lower your standards!
DEAR ABBY: Int a 33-year-old woman who would have a
very nice figure if I were filled out in the back. I am flat as a
board back there and my clothes just- hang on me.
Someone said you once listed a place where a woman could
get a mail-order fanny made of foam rubber padding that
looked and felt like the real thing.
Where is that place?
FLAT IN HAGERSTOWN, MD-
DEAR FLAT: Write to Fredericks of Hollywood and ask
for • catalogue. You'll be sitting pretty in no time.
Getting married? N hether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thingiiceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Weddieg."
Send 41 and a long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to AM') 132 Lasky Drive, jikverly Hills, Calif.
essential tools for household
maintenance.
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 201a
Honor obligations to family





( June 21 to July 221
Serious-mental work goes
well. Lend relatives a helping
hand. Unexpected guests
disrupt routine. Find a quiet
spot for privacy.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22)1 1%4A
Get accounts in order. Take





WP t4‘aI Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 ea..
Friends will rally around
you, if you let them. New
career ventures have money-
making potential. Take
decisive action  now.
LIBRA
iSept. 23 to Oct. 22)Aln
New hope alleviates career
worries. Capitalize on op-




(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt
Advice you give will be
helpful to a friend. Behind-the-
scenes financial maneuvers
will pay off. Avoid erratie
behavior.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Financial backing possible.
New life re old career goal. A
social occasion may lead to a
new romantic interest. Be
decisive.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan., 19) VJ'AR
A sense of obligation
towards someone from the
past motivates you. Hard




1.Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll both work and play
hard now. Finish tasks, then
exercise, participate in sports,
and capitalize on istiproved
physical well-being.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Routine recreational pur-
suits with loved ones ac-
cented. Home is a center of
bustling activity. Discuss joint
projects.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more sell-sufficient than the
typical member of your sign.
You do better in business for
yourself than working with
others. Though sympathetic,
self-concern can interfere
with your best progress.
Highly original and a born
leader, you're versatile and
can succeed in many fields.
Law, writing, publishing,
teaching, medicine, history
and politics would bring you
happiness. Your imagination
coupled with individuality




Olivia d. Ha d, actress,
and Geoge'Sand, author.
; 10. 9 a/ --2 30 Sun
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NO BARGAIN SITE
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41.
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FOR MONDAY, JULY 2, 1971
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.-
Chapter M of PEO
Holds Luncheon At
The Nun nelee Home
Members of Chapter M of
the P.E.O. Sisterhood were
entertained at a luncheon
meeting in the home of Mrs.
Edward Nunnelee in Mayfield
on Saturday,. Jaink.16. Mrs.
.Jarnes Berhow was the
assistant hostess.
ARIES aki Mrs. Robert Bryan, vice
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) president, presided. Devotionsirk
were led from the 13thTension possible with farnili
Chapter of Hebrews. Plansmembers. Take time t6'-
were discussed by which the
Chapter members may
participate in making a
contribution to the 50th
Anniversary Fund of Cottey
College which is operated. by
the Sisterhood. They hope to
be designated as a Golden
Chapter by making a generous
addition to the fund. Further
plans are to be announced.
Dr. Joan Maupin presented
the program listing a great
number of helpful household
hints and closed her remarks
by giving to each member an
attractive booklet containing
the many itetns„ Dr. Maupin is 
on the Home Economic's
faculty at Murray State
University. A graduate of
Aindenwood College in St.
Charles, Missouri, she
received her master's degree
at the--University of Arkansas
and her Doctorate from the
University of Georgia. She has
recently been selected to
participate in the National
Consumer Institute to be held
in Atlanta during the latter
part of the summer.
The following members
were served a luncheon from a
table marked with silver
appointments and centered by
an antique crystal epergne
filled with magnolia blossoms.
Mrs. R. T. Bryan, Mrs. M. P.
Christopher. Mrs. Lame N.
Clark, Mrs. Olga Freeman,
Miss Ann Herron, Mrs. Wm. SI
....ga.jor, Dr. Maupin, Mrs.
Henry McKenzie, and Mrs.
Paul Sturm., Mrs. Gerald
Fludder was a guest: - * -
The next meeting was an-
nounced to be on July 21, with
the program to be presented
by- Mrs. Berhow.
revitalize relationships with
extra time spent together.
Accent harmony.
TAURUS
t Apr. 20 to May 20)






a(May 21 to June 20)
Avoid extravagant spending,
on pleasure, but do enjoy
leisure time. You may revise





cented. An opportunity re
property-family interests
results in a new perspective.
Listen to all proposals.
LEO
(July M to Aug. 22012
Shake away mental cob-
webs. Make resolutions to
fully use creative potentials. A
relative may be changing
lifestyles.
VIRGO
P\( Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 Wr 
Tension with friends about
financial matters may cause
you to revamp thinking. You
may get a financial tip from
confidential sources. • -
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
Downplay ego in dealings
with higher-ups. En-
couragement from friends
increases confidence. Be less,
_insistent on own way.
SCORPIO m al‘-
( Oct. 23 to-Nov. 211_1 teem7.".
-Possible worry' about 
educational matters, but luck
from higher-ups. Ask favors in
private. Be circumspect in
dealings with others.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 2119% ell
Financial matters afftt
friendships. Talks with ad-
visers eliminate doubts. Take
part in community projects.
Be a good observer.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. •19) Vakft
• Unforeseen twists affect
status. Seek backing for
important career projects. A
dilemma may turn out to be a
blessing in disguise.
AQUARIUS
'Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Vacation plans may be
revised. Possible benefits
through the ideas of .partners
or close allies. Distant
-terests affect career.
PISCES
I Feb. 19 to
Talks ith higher-ups
sho • eliminate indecision as
whether you can afford a
large outlay of capital for a
luxury item.
YOU „BORN TODAY are
sensitive,, imaginative, and
sympathetic. You work well
with others awl eare often
drawn'to humanitarian work.
Highly emotional, at times,•
you get discouraged and need
a boost from others to make
the most of your talents. Your
feeling nature draws you to
the arts, and you would excel
as a writer of poetry and.
fiction. Music, dancing, in-
terior decorating, and the
theater are other avenues of
self-expression in which you'll
succeed. In business, finance,
. antiques and real estate may
appeal. Birthdate of: Herman
Hesse. novelist; Tyrone
Guthrie, theatrical director;






Mrs. Evelyn Bailey directed
the program on -Prayer arid .
Faith- at the June meeting of
the Coldwat-er United
Methodist Church Women
held at the 1-16me ,f Mrs.
Bailey.
The vice president. Mrs.
Lucille Pons. presided and
lead the openingyrayer. Each
member preseni took part in
he lesson discussion_
Others present were Patsy
Locke. Loene Wilson, Helen
Smith. Elizabeth Jones.
Estelle Adams. Lovie Finney.
Alma Cooper. and Drane
Tipton.
Mrs. Bailey served refr.-41-
ments. of Coke, .Ternoi.
coffee, and cookies. 
The UMW will m 2
at 7:30p.m.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismised June 16 from the
Community, Hospital,
Mayfield, was Euel Smith of
tirksey Route 1.
Delacey, Rt. 5, Cadiz, Jerry L.
Jenninga, Fit. 1, Henry, Tenn.,
Yvonne Robinson, 638 Bolin,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Lillie M.
Boren, 1300 Story, Murray,
Joe S. Morton, 1000 Walnut,
Murray, Keith-W. Crouch, Rt.
7 Bat. 3111, Murray, Mrs. Eva
0. Lee, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.. Kay
M. Latimer, Rt. 5 Bx. 213,_
Murray, Van L. Evans, Rt. 4,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Hattie L.
Chapman, Rt. 1 Bx. 150,
Dexter, Ovis- S. Davis, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, Mrs. May-me B.
Thompson, 305 W'oodlawn,
Murray, Mrs. Mabel E.
Blalock, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Ann E. Gilbert, 1109
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Ronda Fitts, 734 Riley Ct.,
Murray, JohnD. Houston, Rt.
,. 1 Bx. 301, Alm°, Homer E.








FHA Members At Meeting
•*FliA-HERO Leadership-
Our Pot of Gold" was the
them a of the 1979 Kentucky
Future Homemakers of
America Leadership Training
Conference held at the FFA





Riley, Baby Boy (Glenda),
Rt. I Bx. 257A, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Glenda F. McClure,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs!' Dana
Crouch, Rt. 1 Bx. 214, Murray,
Mrs. Theresa D. Stockwell, P.
0. Bx. 1103, Murray, Mrs.
Lanette U. Hunt and Baby
Boy, 1508 Hermitage Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Win* V.
Berkley, Rt. 3 Bx. 132, Cadiz,
Those attending the con-
ference were Karon Walker,
state recreation leader,
Sharon Walker, Region I first
vice president, and Jane
Greer, Region I treasurer, all
seniors at Calloway CotiritY
High School; and Mary
Morris, Region I secretary,
from Murray High School
Local advisers attending
were Miss. Lucy Forrest and
Mrs. Bess Kerlick from
calloway County High School,
along with Mrs. Mary Lawson,
assistant state FHA adviser
from Murray State Univer-
sity'.
Throughout the conference
the group attended various
meetings and group concern
sessions for developing
.leadership traits and in
preparation . for more active
member participation.
Mrs. Barbara A. Pryor, Rt. 1 The FHA group also heardValley Rd. Hickman, Mrs. variousspeakers including-Darlene j 
 
eitiford, &man Fora, assistant
Murray, Mrs. Martha J. professor of instruction and
learning at Murray State
University.
H. M. Snodgrass, director of
the FFA Training Unit, drilled
the group on parliamentary
procedure and was asaisted by
the Breckenridge Coulity High
School PEA Chapter ineeting
team. , .
The group also, attended
Officer Leadershife Training
Sessions for their respective
offices. Karon Walker, state
recreation leader, led the
'group for_her• office and led
relaxers and . games
























Then each day. ,you ve got your choice
of a8aledPoTato or French Fries Toast.
any brpiCand &trip to our Soup n
5ajacf-Bar
SIRLOIN STOCKADE













CANVAS for all the
Family







































Twilight Cabaret will present
separrte programs at Ken-
tucky Dam Village State Park
at 8:30 p.m.
Square and Round Dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Moffitt
will have open house at their
home, Cypress Creek Resort,
near New Concord, in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary.
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a Horse Show at the club,
located on Van Cleave Road
off Highway 94 East, at 7 p.m.
Admission is $1 with children
12 and under free.
Special Benefit Auction for
food, medicine and utilities for
the needy will be held at 1 p.m.
at the Bible Facts Free Stbre,
located at Cherry Corner-
- PottertiTiivn Road next to Hicks
Cemetery.
"To Kill A Mockingbird"
will be presented for the third
night by the Murray-Calloway
Co. Community Theatre at the
Cite-Catuity Park at 8 p.m.
Kenlake State Pint 4111:
tivities will include Longest
Drive Contest on No. 2
Fairway on Golf Course from
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Ceramic
Tile Ashtrays and Beed
Stringing at Recreation room
at 10 a.m.; Watermelon Feast
at 1 p.m. and Seed Spitting
Contest.---li 1:30 p.m. at
Campground Playground;
Fishing Derby at 3 p.m. at
Hotel Playground; Challenge
of the Sexes on front lawn at 4
p.m.; Around The World Ping
Pong in game room at 5 p.m.;
hayride with cost being $2.50
per person at riding stables at
6:30 p.m.; Musical and Puppet
Show by the Versailles Baptist
Church Youth Choir at 8 p.m:
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Leather
Workshop at Empire Farm at
10 a.m.; Junior Naturalist
from 8:30 a.m. to noon, Our
Natural Resources at 2:30
p.m., and Snake Tales at 3:30
p.m., all at Center _Station:
Hearth Cooking at The
Homeplace-1850 from 10 a Tn.
to 1 p.m.
Sunday, July I
. Boatwright Family Reanion
will be held at the Ellis
Community Center at 1 p.m.
Annual homecoming of
former residents of Model.
Tenn., will be held . at the
-NIorrner town site with a basket
lanch at noon. Each one is to
'iring a chair.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include Inter-
denamiiiational worship
service at campground am-
phitheater at 8:30 a.m.;
-Closest-To-The-Hole Contest
at golf course from !a.m. to 5
-p-.m.; Water Balloon Toss on
frontjawn at 1 p.m.;, Paper
-Airplane Flying Contest at
campground playground and
tennis lessons at hotel court,
both at 2-,30 p.m.; hayride
with cost lying $2.50 per
person at rididg stables and
Shuffleboard tournament at
court b_y hotel pool, th at
6:30 p.m.; • movie, "Ha ' '"
at campground amphit
at 8:30p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes" will include Broom-
making demonstration from 1
7io 4:30 p.m. and Our National
Bird at 2 p.m., both at Empire
Farm; Mystery ,Boxes at
Center Station at 3 p.m.
Sunday, July 1
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Puppet Show will be
presented by the youth of Oak
Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at 7 p.m.
A love offering will be taken
foK. Bryan Jeffrey McCown,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ward
McCown, who has a hospital
bill of $23,000, after having




Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church..
Recovery Inc., will meet at.
7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center, North-
Seventh a nd Olive Streets.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, MSU, will
meet at 7 p.m. at Ordway Hall,
Murray State. For nin-
formation call 762-6851.
Olga Hampton Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
church at 7:30 p.m.
Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet with Miss Louise
Swann at 7:15 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will not
meet. this month.
Parents Anonymous
Chapter will not meet, but for
service call 759-4875 or 759-
1792.
Tuesday, July 3
Group II of the CWF of the
First Christian Church will
meet at the lakeside home of
Mrs. D. M. Deity for a picnic
lunch. Mrs. Sarah Van Meter
will give the devotion. All
members are to meet at the
church parking lot at II am.
Gladys Williamson G of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Gail
Turner at 7130 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the lodge hall at 7
p.m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 10
a.m. with coffee to be served
at 9:30 a.m. and Executive
Board to meet at 9 a.m.
General meeting of the First
Baptist Church Women will be
held at 0:30 a.m. at the
church.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet al 10 a .rn-.--ift the -Dealer
Center.
Murray TOPS Club .will
meet ast 7 p.m. at the Health
Center,—
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church mitt Twilight Cabaret group will
have all day homecoming perform at Kentucky Dam














Fun at the Murray Country
Club will include Flag
Tournament with Mr. and
Mrs. M. C. Garrott as
chairmen; children's activity
and pot lueleivith Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Billington and Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Adkins in charge;'
ladies day gOlf special play
with Betty. Lowry as hostess.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Lantern
Tour at The Homepiace-1850
at 8:30 p.m.
Murray Ledger & Times will
not publish an edition today in
observance of the Indepen-
dence Day holiday.
Murray Postoffice will be





Irma La Follette, vice
president, presented the
program at the June general
meeting of the First United
Methodist- --Church Women
held at the church.
The program was ffam
"Making The Decision Of
Becoming An Apostle" from
the 'book of Dr., Douglass V.
Speere, whom she had known.
Mrs. Lowell ,King_ of the
Alice Waters Circle gave the
devotion on the theme, "On




thanked Mrs. La Follette for
representing her in the district
meeting. She showed the
Standard of Excellence
certificate the Murray group
recived , for having ranked
first in the group of larger
societies. She had the cer-
tificate framed and its to be
hung in the church library.
The president thanked Mrs.
Max Brandon for making the,
arrangements .for the dInn
for the graduating seniors
from high schoopti6m the •
church. Bibles were presented
to the senjor by the Christian
Educa.znin committee.- She
, thanked Mrs. Harold
Douglass who furnished






DEAR DR. LAMB — I
read your column about an-
gina pectoris. I want to know
if all angina is the same or if
therecare other forms of it. I
was hospitalized for three
weeks because of anginal
attacks and carry Nitrostat
with me always, but your
column talked mostly about
pain in the chest.
Most of my trouble is
usually a feeling of being
choked up or a deep ache in
the lower arm from the
elbow to the wrist or in-the
back of the upper shoulders.
The Nitrostat takes the pain
away. I almost never get the
chest pain that you referred
to, and yet the doctors say I
have angina.
The pain is not too severe.
Luckily, I know my limita-
tions and abide by them. I
can't stand extreme cold or
overexerting without getting
the feeling of being choked
up and my teeth aching.
I am 85 years old and still
have all my own teeth. No
dentures and seldom have
any cavities.
- l have to-take Nitrostat
once or twice a week. I have
all my faculties; until I was
hospitalized, I was active,
driving my own car, garden-
ing and so forth. I'm inter-
ested in why my pains are
not in the chest or under the
breastbone.
DEAR READER — The
common type of pain caused
Groups A And B
Ladies Tennis To
Play Coming Week
The pairings for Groups A
and B of the Ladies Tennis of
the Murray Country Club for
play on Monday and Tuesday
have been released.
Lineups for play by Group A
at 9:30 am. Monday are as
follows:
Lois Keller, Patsy Oakley,








for playby Group B
. at 9 a.m. Tuesday are as
follows-.
Carol Boaz, Lochie LancHt,
Jean Hurt, and Patsy Greer.
Lynn Stout, Ruth Pickens,
Kay Ray, pnd Patsy Miller
Jana Hughes, Agnes Payne,
Penny Cappock, and Sharon
Wells.
" Joni Billitigton, Sally Crass.
. Emmy 'Edwards, aid
Geargiana Moffitt. .
Mrs. Susie Scott opened her
home for the ;June meeting of
the Gladys Williamson Group
of the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church with Mrs. Becky
Nance, pi esident, presiding.
"Footprints" was the
subject of the program
presented by Mrs. Nance-who
read her scripture from the
book of Psalms.
The prayer calendar and
scripture from I John 5:1-12
was read and prayer was led
by Mrs. Laura Paschall.
During the business session
money was designated for
Children's Church and to
.purchase baskets for-flowers
used in the church for the
mision project.
- Asocial hour Was held with
refreihments being servecTbY-
Mrs. Scott to Mrs. Nance,
Mrs. Paschall, Mrs. Susie
Cathey, Mrs. Tina SiviOns,
and Ms. Marketia Cain.
The group will meet
Tuesday, July 3, at the home
of Mrs. Gail turner with Ms.
Cain to present the program.
/
ftesprrAL PATIENT
Steven Bradley of Murray.
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT "
Danny Bray of Hazel has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. -
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Dismissed June 11 from the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. was Thomas : Ray
Landers of Alma Rouse].
MAYFIELD PATIENT ,
Lucille Outland of Murray
Route 5 was disniissed June 20







program on Year of the Child
And Our Responsibilities
Towards the Children of
Today" at the June meeting of
the Goshen United Methodist
Church Women held at the
church.
The devotion entitled
''Could You Stand The Tes;'•
was given by Linda White.
Agnes Watson, vice
'president, --presided in the
absence of the president.
—Grencb-Wilson.
A social hour was held with
refreshments being served.
PATIENT AT MAY FIELD
Victçi of Murray .













by angina pectoris — transi-
tory heart pain — is located
in the center of the chest, but
that's not the only place that
you can have the pain. It can
be just below the breastbone
or it can be in the jaw,
shoulders, upper arms,
lower arrns and even the
fingers. When the fingers
are involved, it's most often
the ring and little fingers.
While it's usually in the
left arm and hand, it can
also involve the right arm
and hand or both, and the
pain can radiate to the jaw
as you mentioned. If the pain
in the jaw only and there's
no associated pain in the
chest, this can lead to con-'
siderable confusion, some-
times causing people to
think they're having dental
problems. They may even
have dental work done be-
fore the true nature of the
pain is recognized.
No, you don't have to have
the pain in the chest along
with these other areas, al-
though it's more common
for that to be the case.
The pain of angina is es-
Lawrence E. Lamb  JAL.
sentially the same as the
pain of a heart attack. The
distinguishing feature is the
duration. Angina pectoris is
of very short duration, usu-
ally less than 10 minutes.
Longer pains are usually
indicative of damage to the
heart muscle or a myocar-
dial infarction.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 2-10,
Heart Attack, Myocardial
Infarction, Angina Pectoris
eto help yo % sort out the
differences among these
conditions. Other readers
who want this issue can send
50 cents wits a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Sand your
iirequest to me, in care of this






sociated with either angina
or a heart attack i The dura-
tion again is important.
Finally, a Person tan have a
complete heart attack with
significant damage to the
heart muscle and not have
any pain at all. Or if he does
have pain, it's so mild that
it's completely ignored.




JESUS CHRIST (the Son of God) DESCRIBES HELL TO BE:
A LAKE Of FIRE! (Rev. 20:10-15)
A PLACE OF TORMENT! (Luke 16:22-24)
A PLACE WHERE LOST SOULS NEVER DIE — AND THE
FIRE IS NOT QUENCHED! (Mark 9:43-48)
A PLACE OF WEEPING — WAILING — AND GNASHING
OF TEETH! (Matt. 25-30) (Matt. 8:12) (Man. 24:51)
A PLACE WHERE SINNERS AND UNBELIEVERS DRINK OF
THE WINE OF GOD'S WRATH! (Rev. 14:10)
A PLACE WHERE THE SMOKE OF THEIR TORMENT
AKINDETH UP FOREVER AND EVER. (Rev. 14:11)
ALL LIARS-, ADULTERERS,-FORNICATORS, SORCERERS, (Enchanter
with drugs) MURDERERS, AND UNBELIEVERS, ARE G9ING-TO
SPEND ETERNITY IN THE LAKE OF FIRE! (Rev. 21:8) (Rev. 22:15)
MOST PEOPLE ARE GOING TO HILL!
(Jesus said so!) (Matt. 7:13-14)
THERE IS NO WAY TO ESCAPE OUT OF Ht! FOREVER! — AND
EVER! THERE IS NO PURGATORY! (Read Luke 16:19-31)
AWAKE! AWAKE!
Y 0 U ARE GOING TO HEW - - UNLESS Y Oil SINCERELY,
WHOLEHEARTEDLY - REPENT OF YOUR SINS! THEN - "BELIEVE
ON THE LORD JESUS CHRIST" AS YOUR saw= AND LORD! -
THEN — FOREVER FOLLOW HIM!— LOVE HIM! — OBEY HIM ALL
THE DAYS OF YOUR LIFE!
NO SIN — OR SINNER — WILL EVER ENTER HEAVEN! — AND HELL
IS THE ONLY OTHER PLACE YOU CAN GO!
REMEMBER! — CHURCH MEMBERSHIP OR GOOD WORKS OR
GOOD MORALS, — OR LANYTHING ELSE, WILL NEVER SAVE YOU!
JESUS SAID, "YE MUST BE BORN AGAIN." (John 3:3-8)
EVERY CHRISTIAN SHOULD WARN EVERY PERSON POSSIBLE OF
THESE ABSOLUTE, BIBLICAL TRUTHS! (Read Ezek. 33:8)
Please send for more free literature concerning the reality of Hell — and
eternal punishment—and God's Plan for your salvation. (Non-Sectarian)
Send for beautiful two-color, illustrated, 336 page book, "SOON-
COMING WORLD-SHAKING EVENTS, AS FORETOLD BY GOD AL-
MIGHTY." ABSOLUTE TRUTHS! BIBLICAL! STARTLING!
RUSSIA WILL SOON BE DESTROYED! WILL AMERICA SURVIVE?
SOON-COMING WORLD RULER! WHO? WHAT HAPPENS THEN?
EVERY HOME SHOULD HAVE THIS BOOK! PRICE only $3.00
Christians — WHO LOVE YOU!
P. 0. BOX 4097 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85030
TORMENT FOREVER!
a.
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The Of Reagan
LANCASTE Pa. — The small
thundercloud t trails Ronald Reagan
on his se inlident ascent to the
Republic n presidential nomination
appear here in the form of a modest
sugge on from an ardent supporter:
why ot pledge to serve only one term?
at question was put privately to
agan and his campaign advisers by
ep. Robert Walker, whose
congressional fund-raiser Reagan had
waived his normal handsome fee to
address. Like other Reagan supporters,
Walker has noted with concern the
preoccupation among Republicans with
the fact that their presidential front-
runner will be 69 years old during next
year's Detroit convention.
Walker, a highly intelligent young
;36) conservative in his second term, is
unequivocally committed to Reagan
and negative about John B. Connally as
a turncoat Democrat. Thus, he is a
friend seeking to bury, not to raise, the
age of Reagan:-The—dongressrnan's
theory is that the sooner Reagan
pledges a one-term limit, the quicker
will he eliminate speculation about a
man entering his second presidential
term in his mid-70s.
" A one-term declaration has been
talked about for well over a year but
never seriously entertained by the
Reagan camp. Reagan himself does not
like the idea. Neither does his master
strategist, John Sears, who feels it will
only call attention to Reagan's age.
Vet, one senior -Reagan adviser does
riot rule out Walker's suggestion. "It is
something we might consider at a later
date," he told us.
That cryptic comment recognizes the
one great obstacle betWeen Reagan and
the presidential nomination. To many
Republicans Reagan is so far in front
that nobody can catch him. But reac-
tions to him during recent speaking
engagements in Lancaster. Boston and
Washington showed that the age issue is
real. ,
Reagan's Political 'strategists have
insisted it is not serious, contending his
long-range problem in the general
election campaign will be public per-
ception of him not as an old man but as
a heartless right-winger. They argue
that only newsmen ask Reagan about
his age (his stock reply being that the
-Funny,.
Funny-World
San Diego — The nervous-soundik
man on the telephone told the Rev.
Donald W. Tinsley he wanted to come
down to Tinsley's chapel for a quick:
wedding ceremony. .
At the appointed time, Tinsley said,.
the wedding party arriVe4:1'hree men-
- no bride.. -.
'One of the men was armed with a
shotgun," Tinsley said yesterdaY, of the
holdup Sunday night at the,Ctrapel of
the Valley. •'I was forced to sit in a
chair while they seardrd fa—Snoney.—






The Roman, 'biographer Plutarch
wrote of the advice that the Greek
oracle at Delphi gave to the great
statesman and orator Cicero. When
Cicero asked how he could achieve the
greatest success in life, the priestess
told him to "follow nature and vet take
the opinion of the multitude_ for  the
guide Of his life."
Even two thousand years later, that's
not bad advice!
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers; The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected




Any senator o t representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.




Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washiniton. C 20510
Murray Field Office. 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jri
204 Cannon House Office 13Idg
Washington. I) C 20515
STATE I.EVEI.
State legislators may be reached
in 'Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialine 1-
564-250(rorly writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building:
Frankfnyt. Ky 40601. Home





public is concerned not about
"chronology" but "whether a person is
physically fit").
In truth, however, the reporters are
saying out loud what the Republican
faithful politely whisper. At those
recent stops in the Fast, his age was the
overriding topic of conversation among
listeners who heavily favor him for
president. What Reagan said was
ignored; how he looked generated
endless speculation.
That was the case in Lancaster,
staidly Republican and over-
whelmingly Reaganite. Republicans
who paid $50 to hear Reagan debated
among themselves questions of
cosmetics: Has he aged? Isn't he a bit
pale? Or, a little wrinkled?
"Would you believe that guy is nearly
70 years old?" one businessman asked
his wife when Reagan spoke at Ran-
dolph, Mass., on Boston's south shore.
Most people would not. Nor has tht.
sniooMas-sllk technique of the greatest
Republican orator ,of his day
diminished. Reagan is guaranteed to be
interrupted frequently by well-satisfied
business and Republican audiences.
Nevertheless, one reason for the
intense interest in his age is the meager
intellectual content of his current
speeches. Attacks on big government
and adulation of American business
closely resemble his standard lecture
two decades ago as touring troubador
for the General Electric Co. Some of his
3-by-5 index cards are truly intique —
particularly one telling how 131
separate taxes make up more than half
the cost of a slice of bread.
Using such old material is part of the
intentional Reagan campaign tactic of
lying low until autumn. Reagan's staff
has been developing new themes to be
unveiled in September, when
presumably the hoary index cards will
be laid aside. So far, Reagan has sur-
vived this semi-submerged period with
undiminished high poll standings.
But subtle signs - of erosion were
evident at' the recent National
Federation of Independent Business
convention in Washington. While
hounding him for autographs, the
businessmen agreed Reagan lacked the
punch of two earlier speakers: Rep.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the-editor are welcomed
and encouraged. Alkletters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
- included for verification. The phone
nusiper will not be published.
flaters should belypewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
'and should be on topics of general
• interest. ' I
- Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
Jima frequent writers.
- Address correspondence to:
.Editor,, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, MutAy, Ky. 42071.
Jack Kemp — and, more significantly,
Connally.
Oro' businessman attending the
convention is an active Republican
politican and met privately with
Reagan. Impressed by Reagan's
dignity and -good _manners, the
businessman had one comment af-
terward totally unrelated to the issues:
"He looked awfully pale; maybe he
could -use some suntan oil." Rep.
Walker's modest suggestion for a one-
term declaration is intended to remove
Reagan's candidacy from the realm of
cosmetology.
Editor's note: Theodore R. Mann,
chairman of the Conference of
Presidents of Major Jewish
Organizations, said after his recent
talks in Israel that President Cartel'
would sooner or later Change his
position that new settlements on the
West Bank are "an obstacle to peace"






Echoes From The Past Hy Judy Maupin
1.4 Coilirrin if his!,arical and genealogical
anecdotes. .4,-,rie.s and' family note's.t
The Silver
Bell Of LBL
About 1970, Jerry Allen wrote a 'snort
piece concerning a bell whose history is
part of the history of Land Between The
Lakes. I found this to be interesting and
thought I would share it:
"It is reported by Mr. B. P. Lane that
his grandfather, John C. Lane, in-
formed him that the bell had been made
in the mid-1800's, between 1841 and
1861, when the Empire Furnace was in
operation.
The bell was made at the furnace by
John Crockett Lane, a foundry man.
Empire Furnace was located across
from Rockcastle, on the west bank of
the Cumberland River. The bell was
reported to contain 99 silver dollars
melted and poured to form the bell:
brass was added for the needed
strength. The bell was used at the.
furnace until it terminated in the early
years of the Civil War.
The furnace had to be shut down due
to a lack of men. The men had gone to
war. John Lane became a sergeant in
the Union 'Al-my. He reported to later
generations that when he returned from
the war,. the bell was in the hands of
Mrs. Hillman of the Hillman Iron
Company. Later in the late 1800's, the
bell was put to use on the steamboat,
USSliichardson, which traveled up and
'down the Cumberland, W(er.
Mr. Bud Holland, a 90-year-old
resident, reported that he could
remember the clear-sounding ring of
the bell as the Richardson traveled ,up
the. river. In 1901, the bell was acquired
by Mrs. Hillman again. She put.it into
use as a ferry bell at the Rockcastle
Ferry.
At this time the ferry was operated by
Contemporary Religious Thought
Types Of Church Members
By Rev. Ronnie Adams. Pastor
,Poplar Springs Baptist Church
In the parable of the sower Jesus tells
us about the good and bad seeds. ; Matt.
13:3-9). This reminds me of the kind of
church members we have in our
churches-. .
There are some good ones and some
bad ones. We will Illustrate this by
some little creatures. Let us look at the
bad type first.
1. There is the snail type. One thing
we know about the snail: it moves
slowly. There are many church
members who are wedded to the status .
quo. They are opposed to change. If
they move at all, it is at a snail's pace.
2. There is the grasshopper type. The
chief characteristics of the grasshopper
are hopping and eating. He will light on
a plant and eat until satisfied and hop to
another one. and on he goes all day.
There are members who will go to
church for a little while then fall out and
quit, and join another church.
3. There is the termite type. The.
termite makea no contribution to
society but hel is wholly destructive.
Some people can, only destroy. They
work in a churtsh like a termite in a
house. The termite won't come out in
the light but stays in the dark and works
from within. The termite church
Bible Thought
And thou 'shalt take no gift: for the '
gift blindeth the wise, and perverted%
the words of the righteous. — Exodus
23:8. .
How many people have sold their
integrity by. accepting bribes. Bribery
not only . blinds the eyeis of an
otherwise righteous- person, but also
It subverts justice.
member has not come -to the. light
(Jesus Christ). He is in darkness.
Now the good type.
1. There is the mocking bird type.
They sing, their way. through life. It is
hard to be blue and despondentamong
the mocking birds. They are always
dispensing cheer and happiness.
2. There it the dove type. This is a
gentle, harmless bird that quietly goes
about its.task interfering with no one.
You often hear the remark, "harmless
as a dove." We need more .mernbers
like this in our churches. The dove is a
'symbol of peace. We need peace-
makers in our churches.
3. There is the hummingbird type.
Unlike the vulture who soars around in
the air looking for decayed spots to light
on, he little hummingbird Ries atound
looking for the most beautiful spots to
light on and feed. He visists tile lily, the
rose and the sweet flower and feeds
upon them. That is theriature of that
bird.
You can prtty well judge a person by
the things he seeks. Someone has said
that there is good in every life. Butthere is also some bad in every life.
The Bible states in Romans 310
-There is nOne good." For all have
sinned and come short of the glory of
God." Romans
, We must repent of our sins and put:our faith in Christ.,
Acts 20:21 !'Repentance toward God
and faith inthe Lord Jesus Christ."
What kind of church member be.'
describes you" The snail the
gra'sshepper or the termite' The
mocking bird, the dove or the hum-
mingbird?
Only Jesus Christ t)In make you the -
kind or CEiirCh rnerriber you (--0a be
"Believe on the Lard Jesus Chnst and




Joe Aldridge for Hillman Iron Com-
pany. In 1915 the bell was sold to N. T.
Gray. Mr. Gray sold the ferry to Mr.
John Wynn in the early 1920's. Mr.
'Wynn owned and operated it until the
early 30'3:Then he sold the ferry and
bell to Mr. Tom Ray, who operated the
ferry until 1949.
The two bridges built over the
Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers
caused an end to the ferry business at
that time. The bell was then taken to
Mr. Claude Lane's home on the west
bank of the Cumberland River, where it
served as a dinner bell. Later it was
used by old members of the family to
call for help if sickness occurred in the
. family. The ring a( the 99 silver dollar
bell was so clear that it was reported to
have been heard four miles away on
several occasions.
Although Mr. Claude lane passed
away in 1951, the bell stayed at his
home until 1954. At this time Mr. lane's
daughter, Mrs. Charlene lane Allen,
acquired the bell. The bell lay around
for six years, beaten and worn by time
and weather. In 1960 it Was finally
stored in a shed. If you looked closely,
you could see the scars of time on the
In September 1963,._When the Allen
family was required-to move in Ard-er
for and Between the Lakes to become
a realitY,- the bell —was moved -to 
Calloway County wIcre" it lay dormant
in an attic for seven years, its history
never being enjoyed. At last, in June
1970, some took interest enough to ask,
"Where did the bell come- from and
what is its history" It was these
questions that aroused an intensive six-
week search that unveiled the history of
the Silver Bell of 1,BL."
Jerry didn't say, in 111S article, where
the bell is now. If any reader knows, I'd
like to hear from them. Also, if anyone
has similar stories about articles which
have a tale to tell, I am always glad to
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Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield
notified The Ledger & Times that the
Economic Development
Administration has approved a 839,000
grant to help an -8-county area of
Kentucky, including Calhiway County,
continue planning for economic growth.
Deaths reported include Miss Willie
Jetfoil, 86.
Pvt. E-2 Roger Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Boyce Wilson of Murray Route 1,
has completed his eight weeks of basic
training at Fort Campbell and is now
20 lears Ago
taking A1T training at Camp Polk, La.
Births reported include a boy, Karl
Lewis, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Keeslar,
and a boy, David, to Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Overbey, both on June 27.
Linda C. Humphreys, University
School, Melanie A. Phillips and Phyllis
Lindsey, Murray High, and Gerald R.
Lumley, Calloway High, are among the
26 students enrolled in the first of two
art honors workshops this summer at
Murray State University.
The annual Murray Chamber of
Commerce dinner meeting will be held
July 7 at the Student Union Building,
Murray State College, according to L.
D. Miller, executive secretary of MCC.
Deaths reported include Elb!rt A.
Lassiter, 77.
Donna Ruth Grogan, Janet Like,
Mary Beth Bazzell, and Donald Doran
received outstanding honors at the 4-H
Club Camp held at Dawson Springs.
Receiving junior star camper awards
were Barbara Brown, Pamela
Schroader_Patsy Hendon, Don Marine,
30 Years Ago 
An entirely new proCess of tprnato
supievised growing-shipping it un-
derway in Calloway County, according
to Wendell Hinkley, field agent in
marketing for the University of Ken-
tucky here.
Deaths reported include T. M. Fisher,
Cecil CaldWell. 58, Sidney Roberts, 85.
and Barbara Broach, 30, the latter
killed in an automobile accident. .
The Murray Girl Scout Camp closed
June 24 with a special program. Mrs.
Lee Williams was camp director, Mrs.
O. L. Barnett is Scout Commissioner,
40 ears Ago 
Blacktopping of State -Highway 121,
commonly known here as the Cold-
water Road, will be started in the
immediate future and will be com-
pleted this summer, according to T. T.
Elkins, executive secretary of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Deaths reported this week include
Joseph Mike Finney, 74, William D.
Adams, 76, Fuel' Mohundret 11, Don
Rob Adams, 2, and Mrs Nora, Orr
Webb.
Murray Milk Products Co. has
received a contract to furnish all the
pasteurized milk, cream, a
terrnillt for the Tennessee Val
AuthoritY at Gilbertsville, according
G. B. Scott of the company.
Registered voters in Calloway County
for August primary 1939 total 9377
Democrats, 882• Republicans, and 35
Independents.
More than 7,000 persons from the
area attended the Southern Harmony
Singing held-last Sunday at the Murray
50 I ears Ago _ _
Teddy Potts-, Michael Palmer, Hugh
Outland, David Hull, and David Crick.
The Bank of Murray has assets of
$13,342,086.06 at the close of business on
June 10, 1959, according to the
published statement.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. an Mrs.
Jimmy Iamb, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Boyd, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs..
John Roberta----) -
Ice cream is listed at 59 cents for a 6I
gallon in the Kroger ad this week.
and Mrs. .E.C. Parker' is'Camp chair-
man for the local Scout Coencil. '
Miss Ann Littleton, -daughter of Mr.
arid Mrs. J. E. Littleton, Murray, was
rnarned to William. Caldwell, son of
Mrs. Alf Caldwell, Paris, Tenn., on
June 28 at the First Christian Church
here.
Bobbie Sue Orr, Sarah °gland, and
Paul Darnall, students at Murray State
College, are spending eight weeks in
Mexico this summer traveling and
attending school.
Robbers who were evidently In
search of dope, blasted an unlocked
safe in the drug store'of T. J. Turnbow,
Hazel druggist, on June 25, escaping
with $5.65 in cash, a small quantity of .
nntircotics. and some personal papers'of
Mr. Turnbow.
Deaths reported this week include
Verroy Peeler.
Hilson Guier, youthful owner of
Proud Princess May, world's champion
senior 3 year old butter fat producer,
sold her Friday of last week for $1,500 to
Cooper and Hammonds Jersey Farms
of St. Louis, Mo.
Elected as new officers of 'Murray
Exchange Club were Ju T. R. Jones,
I. J. Hortin, Ebei Lassiter, and
George Hart.
A silve and garden party will be
giv-by Methodist ladies at the home
of1W. and Mrs.-0. J. Jennings on July 3 -
in honor of Miss Alice Waters,
missionary of the Methodist Church
State College auditorium, according to
John Key, chairman.
The Western Union office is now
located on East Main Street on the first
floor of the Bank of Murray building.
Mrs. R. H. Robbins is the Murray
operator.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tellus C.srraway,
June 23, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fulton
Young, June 22, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Cochran, June n, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Riley Carter, June 23, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cullom, June 23.
Special activities at the Fourth_of
'July picnic at Pine Bluff will include
boat racing, professional boxing,
political speaking, baseball, refresh-
ments, etc., according to [Aiwa- and
Cullie Steele.
Dennis McDaniel of . Highland is
conducting a Singing School at the
Cherry community.
Cigarettes are listed as $1.15 carton in
the Kroger Ad thir<eek.
who Is returning to Ciuna in July. She
has already served 32 years on the
mission
Marriages announced this week
include Celia Ann Hart to Bernard
Hampton Crawford on June 28.
Births reported this week pride a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles rown. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. _§,ryfin Starks, and
girl to Mr. and Mrs". Yewell Lockhart.
A counetnycwid‘tour of kitchens which
have be rnOroved will be held July 2
and-3- with prizes going to the first,
„s‘cond, and. third winners.
Mrs. Maud Riley opened her home for
the recent meeting of the Backusburg
Homemakers Club. --
Oranges are listed at 25 cents a dozen
in the ad for Piggly Wiggly this week.
The Capitol Theatre has just installed
a new electric sign in front of the
business , Monte Blue in "The
-Greyhound Liirriitedl' -along with
comedy and serial is showing at the
Ses
40—





































































Muiray Business News &left
James R. Ridley, right, CLU, FLA41, President of Integon life
Insurance Corp, arrived in Murray yesterday to
congratulate David R. King, Regional General Agent for
Integon. on placing first in a recent company sponsored
campaign. The Murray agency participated in The
President's Invitational competing with over 200 Integon
agencies in the campaign. The Integonme office is




Buy are kitchenAid des/masher
Of trash compactor at OW
reguLsr low price before luly 11,











To Celebrate Ow 10th Anniversary of KitchenAid Dish," Asher',
• . • Offer Inds fuh 11st.
Phony Billing Aimed At Businesses
A new wave of phony billing
schemes has hit Kentucky,
aimed at business firms that
might pay for unordered
-goods and services in the
belief that they are paying
invoices.
Business concerns in the
Louisville area have reported
receiving solicitations for
quarter-page ads in a
"National Business
Association Directory," at a
price of $225. The solicitation
material closely resembles an
invoice, and an official of the
Better Business Bureau of
Greater Louisville said it
appears to be a violation of the
U.S. Postal Service
Life Insurance:
How Much Do You Need?
In the -111-7-0i i
an important part of th
American family's way of life.
Many Americans purchase life
insurance to protect them-
selves and their families
against many of life's risk's
but they should evaluate their
financial needs to determine
if thei, really have an adequate
amount.
Some insurance companies'
have adopted a modem analy-
tical process for evaluating
your personal fife insurance
needs. Called the Capital
Needs Analysis, it is designed
to help identify which needs
exist. An insurance agent' can
evaluate this detailed infor-
mation to make recommend-
ations to cover all or parts of
these needs in personal pro-
tection
There are a number of
factors a family should con-
sider before buying insurance,
InCluding present and future.
sources of income, other sav-
ings and income protection,
group life insurance, group
annuities (contracts that guar-
antee an income for a period
of years or for life) and
Social 5lecurity.
-"Wait of us should -be
aware 'lat. our chang' g insur-
ance nee t ough e years,"
cautions ruee allahan,
ethealth/vice president —
pension distribution for CNA'
insurance-. "Ars situat,ions
change, needs for additional
insurance may'srise or-another
need disappears."
Callahan points to some
principaL life insurance re-
quirements of the average
family.
Incerine can be designated
through life insurance for
the widow, especially with
provisions made for the period
between the youngfst child's
eighteenth birth-day and the.
wife's sixty-second birthday
when no Social Security pay-
ments are being made.
\ , A guaranteed income also
kan help make retirement
years more enjoyable when a
pe ion plan is supplemented
by i surance.
\one might expeelt, spe-
cialize training is necessary
for insarance agents in order
that they may better assist
the consumer in planning his
or her financial security pro-
gram. CNA, callahan pointed
out, ill one 1, company that
provides its agents with train-
ing iti this area. \ •
For further i ormation in





The loss of any me ber of
the family can be folio ed by
inescapable debts — doctor
and hospital bills, funeral ex-
penses and unpaid taxeit,- if
these expenses cannot be tet
from savings or current 1 -
come, insurance can be aia
alternate source of funds. \
Some families neeci, insur-
ance to afiow for a perioi of
readjustment after the d.ath
of the head of the housel-o(d.
It is wise to arrange the,
readjustment money a that
it can be paid out in install-
ments over a psriod of a ear
or more, rather 'than in a
lump sum -
Some families may desiie a
sufficient amount _of life in-
surance, together with Social
Security; survivorship pay-
ments, .to provide for mini-
mum living income and-furcts
for education of the chttdren




A $500 Murray State
University scholarship
sponsored by the Four Rivers
Manufacturers Council will be
awarded to student
designated by officials of the
Heublein, Inc.. plant in
Paducah.
Walter J. Nichols, corporate
director for human resources
for Heublein, Inc.,. of 'Hart-
ford, Conn., representing the
Paducah plant, was selected







at random from among
participants at the third an-
nual Labor-Management
Classic at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park, _
Almost 600 labor and
management representatives
attended the classic, which
provides an opportunity for
officials from both labor and
management to gather
socially and discuss their
roles. Officials of the Four
Rivers Mlinufacturers Council
said the scholarship
become part of the. classic
activities each year.
The Four Rivers Council is
made up of 32 manufacturiag,—:
and processing companies in
•West Kentucky, West Ten-
nessee, and Southern Illinois.
Murray State representatives
helped the council eet
organized in 1975. and
university officials regularly















regulations. The BBB has filed
a formal complaint with the
postal service.
The solicitation is in the
ern) of a legal-sized sheet
with a hand-stampect "order
number" at the top. Printed at
the bottom of the sheet is a
disclaimer stating it is`not a
bill or invoice — the
diiclaimer has been required
by - postal regulations since
1977,
However, the "invoice" is
folded into four paneLs. The
disclaiiher appears on the
bottom panel so that it can!t_be_:$25 million last eglir,
seen when the sheet is un- Firms receiving
folded to normal letter size.
While the solie-iiretian. is
printed in black ink, the
disclaimer_ is printed in pale
blue ink that is difficult to
read.
The "National Business







appear to be invoices were
received by business firms in
the Lexington area, from the







tucky to be on the lookout for
such solicitations, pointing out
that many of them are paid in
the mistaken belief that
money is actually owed to the
soliciting company. The U. S.
Postal Service estimates that •
fraudulent billing schemes
such as the invoice look-alikes
cost U.S. businesses at least
receive similar phony invoices
several times a year.
KENTUCKY nocKs ON







(AMEX) to 3644 fro.
First National Bank (OTC), to
30L4 _from 29t4; Humana
(NYSE), to 29'8 from 2878.
Biggest declines: Ash/and Oil
(NYSE), to 40 from 42's;
Lincoln Income Life ( OTC), to
14 from 15; Liquid Tran-




solicitations are asked to send
the complete mailing, in-
cluding the envelope, to
Wayne Collier, Postal
Inspector, P. 0. Box 630,
Glendale, California 91209.
Mr. Collier heads the postal
service's special task force on
phony invoicing operations.
The postal service says many
such schemes are
headquartered in southern
California, though they, may
use mail drops in other areas
of the country.
Kentucky business
executives who received the




for a family is like plan-
ning a vacation trip. ,A
budget is the, "road
map" that -keeps the
family on the right road
and provides a warning
if there's any deviation
from the plan.
Let us be your financial "partner." Give us a











your home to live or.
It's obvious that you need
Homeowners Ineurance.
You're aware that fire can
ruin your home. You know
windstorm or theft or other
hazards can strike you any time. So Allstate
has Homeowners Insurance.
But what's not so obvious is that you
also need mortgage protection insurance
from Allstate Life. You see, when the owner
of a home dies before the mortgage is paid,
and the family can't keep up with the,
mortgage payments, the family loses the
house. Mortgage protection life insurance
helps give your family a debt-free home if
you die.
See your Allstate Agent. Get both kinds —
;of protection. Homeowners Insurance and
mortgage protection life insurance. Help
make sure your home lives on.
Allstate
You're in good hands.
Bob Billington CPCU Guy Billington
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Members of the Kentucky Lake Bass Club present to help during the SpecialPopulation fishing tournament were left to right front rove: Rich Beam, Pee Wee Delk,George Rhemus, Dean Childers, Frank Cooper, and Paul Black. Back row, Bryan Kerns,Gerald Meyers, Boyce Baker, Joe Cope, Larry Camp, Larry Walker, Charles Henry, BillyBalehline, and Bob Strode, not pictured Wayne Colson.
John Owens, Hopkinsville, representing the B. & J.
Bait Company received a plaque from the Kentucky
Lake Bass Club showing their appreciation for
donating all the prizes given in the Special Population•i fishing tournament.
Special Population
Fishing Tournament
TVA, in connection with the
Kentucky Special Olyilipics
and the Kentucky Lake Bass
Club. 1' sponsored a Special
'Population fishing tour-
nament in the Land Between
the Lakes. June 23.
The participants fished
from the band at Devils Elbow
• and then weighed in the fish to
,..Keceive their prizes, the
Kentucky Lake Bass Club had
-ell poles and bait ready
them and the --tournament
began at 11. a.m. Sixteen
members of the bass club
were present to help the par-
ticipants bait theehooks and
bring in fish. The participants
were given rods and reels and
an assortment of fishing lures.
All prizes were furnished by
the B J Bait Company of
Hopkinsville.
The bait for the tournament
was furnished by Murray Bait
Company and Mack and Mack
Sports Aroma. -
AVOID FISH INJURY •
Catching And then basing to
release fish is a strange thing to
fishermen who have usually kept
most of their catch.
But with more people fishing
these days, biologists are impos-
t mg length limits on many species
ure continuedin order to as
good fishing
In doing so, t V realize that
some fish will be knjured and will
die without bei g utilized as
food for human • - -
But the dead fish will likely
be used as food by other kinds
of animals, so all is not lost. --
Fishermen can help to reduce
the mortality rate of released
fish by using proper release
teChnigues. •
In the-tase As swallowed
hook..den't pull on the line or
hold the fish suspended by the
line.
Keep the fish in the water and
cut the line near the hook_
One catch-and-release method
which many anglers-shun. but
;A10 is recommended In Mer-
cury outboards' fishing experts.
is a landing net.
Trap the fish in the net, stde
it to the-boat, reach down, re-
lease the hook and-turn the fish
loose. .
This -simple method elimi-
nates handling the fish and thus
destroying the protectise slime
on its body.
MEMO OUTDOORS By Woe Beam
Bass On The
Rocks: A Different Twist':
Bill-Knight eased his boat
off the trailer and then pulled -
it by the rope up on' the sand
next to the ramp. The morning
sun was barely a hint on the
horizon.
"I don't know if thliigs are
quite right or not," Bill said.
"Normally this time of. year
the fish would be up, but it
seems like everything's about
two weeks behind time."
The fish Bill was referring
to were largemouth bass,
trophy size, and ow- .1•Cattion
was the tailwater area below
Barkley Dam. Bill's a welder
for Arne° Coal Company in
Madisonville, and he's been a
lifelong sportsman. He's tried
a lot of different techniques in
a lot of different places, and
he's narrowed his ideas
Madisonville's Bill Knight ha4ught a lot of large bass off the riprap below Kentucky
and Barkley Dams. He 414 foot fiberglass pole and a "go-devil" lure to entice
trophy fish from the rocks:
strike. "Oh yes it was," Bill
assured me. "When a bass
takes a go-devil, he just sucks
it under without much noise or
action. If you get a big splash,
he's mad and just swipitig at
the bait with his tail." 1
We pulled off the bank and
headed back up the riprap.
"Let's try this spot again,' Bill
determined. "This is where. Plus, the fish isn't injured bs locked the door and hoofed it' the current is breaking, andlifting it from the water and back down toward the water. that's usually the best spot.. placing undue strain on its- in- Bill was waiting, and weiernal organs. .
,.pushed away from the bank. biggest fish,.'
This is where I've taken my
If you don't have a net. sou
can hold toothless fish-hs thc He fired /he outboard, and we And big fiSh is the rightloYser iaw, remove the 41, rar arhalf speed toward the - n. Two years ago inand release the fish rock wall on the west side of 41he last week of June, Bill onlyToothed fish can be he.ld oser the tailwater caught five fish in an outing.
None of the five was under five
the back just behind the
All this is done in.thr
Tips From Your
Taxidermist
Crappie lose their scales
- more easily than most fish.
Always handle them with care
and freeze them as soon as
possible.
Fishing &pit Like-Rundown
FRANKFURT, Ky. (AP) —
Summer fishing techniques
such as night fishing for black
bass and trolling over ridges
and flats are producing some
good results at several state
lakes. The rundown:
Barren: Bluegill good off
deep rocky banks, white bass
good on lower lake off deep
banks at night and on spinners
and spoons in jumps, black
bass fair hi good early and late
on buzz baitS and crank baits
off rocty points and at night
on ajtificial nightcrawlers
over drToffs. clear to murky,
stable at pool and 79.
Kentucky: Sauger good
trolling deep runners and
drifting minnows over ridge
catfish good on live and
it kaits off rip rap and in
*ea .above dam, black bass
f•ir to good on Thpinner baits.
nightcrawlers and
crank baits off rocky points
and in stump beds, in
tailwaters catfish excellent,
sauger and white bass good,
:Lear to murky to muddy.
falling slowly, one foot below
dool and BO.
Barkley: Black bass slow to
fair on spinner baits, artificial
,nightcrawlers ancrcrank baits
off points, in inlets and bays
and over dropoffS,, white/bass
slow to fair on- spinners and
spoons in jumps, iwtailwaters
catfish fair, white bass slow,
clear' to thiltly, stable, six
inches below pool and 80.
Cumberland: White bass
fair to good on upper lake
early and late on spinners and
spoons in jumps and at night
on lower lake on minnows
under lights off deep- points,
crappie fair early and late and
at night in inlets and bays and
over submerged cover on the
upper lake and off deep points
on the lower lake, black bass
fair on lower lake on surface
lures early and late and deep
runners at night off shallow
points, in tailwaters trout
good, clear, falling slowly at
the timberline and 79.
Green: White bass good
trolling deep runners with
trailers over flats, bluegill
good in inlets and bays and off
shallow banks, in tailwaters
trout excellent, clear, falling
slowly at pool and I.
-Laurel: Trout, good to ex-
cellent with me limits still?Ico
and drif ishing night-
crawlers a night under lights
off deep banks on lower lake,
bluegilt; . fair in timbered
coves, clear to murky, stable
at pool and 78.
Nolin: Black bass good at
night on artificial night-
cratTlers off points and over
dropoffs, bbiegill fair in inlets
.and bays, in tailwaters trout
fair, clear to murky. stable,
six inches above pool and 81.
Herrington: Black bass fair
to good on buzz baits in inlets
and bays early and late and on
artificial nightcrawers off
points and deep banks at
night, catfish fair still fishing
worms and soft crawfish off
points, clear to murky, falling
raisrsenigirs&iwgstss5R-.




Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
Boat, Motor, Pontoon I Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage-
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt 1 Hardin 1 502 1 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext 171
-
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rapidly, 13 feet below pool and
80
guckhorn: Bluegill good on-
flyrod poppers and still fishing
worms and crickets in inlets
and bays, black bass slow at
night on spinner baits off
points and deep banks, in
tailwaters trout good, clear to
murky, stable, one foot above
pool and 81.
Rough River: White .bass
fair on spinners and spoons In
lumps, bluegill-rair on south
fork in inlets and bal.7s and off
shallow banks, in tailwaters
trout good, crappie fair, clear
,to murky, stable, at pool .and
81.
A 'Concept Of Excellence'
TULSA, OK. — A "concept
of excellence."
That's Zebco's All-
American line of Omega
spinning reels.
Featuring three models
each in the ccifiventional and
skirted-spool categories, the
Omega series scores big._
points for American deign,
-engineering and craf-
stmanship.
There are 21, performance--
features to make the reels the
most value-packed line in the
world.
With three models for
saltwater and three for fresh-
water, features include a self-
centering bail, so the next cast
is at your fingertips with only
the partial. turn of a handle:
dual bail springs to assure
trouble-free operation, giving
you a built-in spare in case me
fails when you're afield; a
polished aluminum oxide line
roller prevents line wear and
fraying; an internal bail-trip
is whisper-smooth and fast',
all gears are precision-
engineered. Ball bearings,
giving a velvet-smooth
retrieve, are featured on some
models.
The list goes- on and on,
culminating in the finest All-
American spinning reels ever
offered, so different in per-
formance and appearance
that they've led to 12 patent
applications.
Consider, too; 'that behind
every Omega is Zebco's
historic and industry-leading
service policy, backed by 30
years of producing reels of
quality and dependability.
These factors will be
enhanced by the Omega line,
which was designed with an
understanding of. the needs
and wants of American
anglers, by American craft-
smen.
Zebco, the finest thing that
ver happened to fishing




That's where he pulled out
.his secret weapon. He stret-
'ched out a long fiberglass pole
with a line keeper on the butt
end. Tied on wps an aluminum
prop-type bait with a large
treble hook --- a go-devil. Bill
uses the combination to work_
up and down the rocks, in-
citing bass to strike.,
The . fisherman eased a
trolling motor overboard, but
he also produced a skUlling
paddle: Taking a seat at the
bow of his jonboat, he started
zigzagging the bait rikht in
next to the rocks while
skulling with the other hand.
The bait made a racket, a
plopping, buzzing distur-
bance. Bill would arc the go-
devil ahead of the boat, then
reverse and pull it back. Back
and forth, slowly down the
riprap. The sun was starting
to come up in the east.
The rig itself was unique.
Bill said the pole was a 14 foot
-"Lazy Day': pole made by the
South Bend company. The line
was heavy — 40 lb. test, and
only six inches of line
separated the bait front the
end of the pole. Thus, the
pole's control over the bait
and a .Striking fish is im-
"mediate and authoritative,
The bait itself is known by
seVeral names, but "go7dey_il"
is the most common cf•e. Bill
said it's found in many tackle
stores.
The angler skulled a hun-
dred yards along the riprap
with just one strike. And to me
it really didn't seem like a
pounds: and the biggest two
weighedeight and seven and a
quarter pounds.
-I saw the biggest bass I
think I've ever seen about a
week ago over on the east
side," Bill said. "I hooked a
little fish, about ten inches,
and suddenly this large bass
started attacking the little
one. Heft the fish in the water,
and the big one made several
passes at him, but I couldn't
get a hook in him." Bill
estimated the bass at nine
pounds plus.
don't know about this
morning,'•Bill continued. The
sun had broken over the trees,
and the riprap on our western
side of the tailrace was bathed
in golden light. We moved to
the east side, which was still in
a deep shadow. "The bass
down here don't like sunlight,
and they don't stay in next to
the rocks when it gets bright.
They go a little deeper and
won't hit ago-devil."
So down theeast side we
fished, still with no luck. Bill
talked more about fishing the
pole and the peculiar bait.
• 'When fishing like this you
want a pole with a little give or
bend in the end, not a real stiff
pole," he said.
Tbekrig looked flimsy to me.
and I asked if it had enough
backbone to handle a mad
eight pound largemouth.
-Well, I've only broken one
pole, but that was on a real big
fish. He kept getting bigger.
wben I was trying, to come to
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunda); 1-6













,considerably on how, and how
not, to catch big bass.
I'd heard stories of the man.
I didn't know his name, but I
knew him -as the angler who
fishes the riprap. I'd also
heard tales of some of the
_ catches he's produced from
the darn's shadow, aud I made
contact through a friend.
"This is where the big ones
. _are," Bill continued while
getting the boat ready to push
out in the current. "This
tailwater area is where a man
is most likely to catch a hags
he'll want to hang on his
wall."
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the top of the water with him."
Bill said the secret to landing
big fish is to "Pop'em right itt,'
the boat" when they hit. "If
you ever let a big bass get his
head down, you're in trouble."
. But Bill Knight isn't a die-
hard. If one idea doesn't work,
he'll try another, and that's
what we did. "I usually fish
the go-devil until the sun is up,.
and then I'll switch off to
crankbaits. The fish are
deeper, but they'll still hit on
up in the morning."
And that proved to be the
ticket. We returned to the west
bank and started back in the
'big Nati' water. 'Almost
immediately Bill caught a
small bass and missed
another in the three pound
range. I threw in behind him
and came out with a fish about
the same size. A little further
down the bank a slightly
larger bass grabbed my bait
and turned for deep water. I
brought the fish up and tried to
lift him in too soon. My line
snapped, and-the bass plopped
back into the tailwater.
I had a committrnent and
had "to get back to town just
when the fish started getting
active. But I'd seen that
riprap below the dam whit
. produce. .
And that statement can be
expanded. Almost any riprap
will hold bass, Bill said, and he
uses his go-devil rig along
rocks in the =in lakes, ponds
and other spots with good
success.
But the tailwater is best.
That's where the big ones set
the table, and that's where Bill
- Knight spends_most of his go-
devil time,. Fishing should be
good from now on up through
mid-November, and it'll be the
wise angler who breaks his old




Picnic jugs and catnp
coolers require very little
maintenance, but if yours
have been stored for .a while,
wash them out with baking
soda and warm water. Check
the rubber on the pushbutton
spigot of your jug. It costs only
about 6 cents tor eplace it, but
this will stop any drips. The
Latch on your cooler should be
checked for tight fit. Of
course, chopping ice inside a
cooler with an ice pick is not
recommended. If you have
punctured the lining doing
thus, the Coleman COrnpany
service department says a
small hole can be with
a drop of clea fl rnail
polish, -but don't it on.
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky take
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One of the keys to catching
fish is finding fish but many
fishermen don't realize how
helpful their boat can be in the
search.
So many fishermen, anxious
to ''wet a line", start their
fishing before they've had a
chalice to really cloak out the
water. A boat, and a plan, can-
help you get into more fish,
especially when you're on an
unfamiliar lake or river.
Here are some tips offered
by Johnson Outboards to help





n fishing a lake for the
first 4me do some exploring
first. Cruise around and note
locations of fish cover, points
extending out into deep water,
shady spots, deep holes. Get a
topographic map of the water,
if you can, and check your
observations against the
water depths and land con-
tours shown on the map.
Unless you've got some
pretty sure knowledge of.
where there are some fish,
your next assignment- ----is
trolling. When trolling,--your
lure is in the water constantly
and you're covering a lot of
territory. Use a deep weedless
plug to minimize the danger of
getting hung up on underwater
obstructions. If this doesn't
work, try a shallower diving
plug. Vary your trolling
speeds from a very slow troll
to a faster-than-you'd-think-
you-ought-to speed. Make
sure, however, -that your
trolling plug-is swimming with
the action it is intended to
produce. If possible, keep the
rod in your hands, not in a rod
holder, arid set the drag very
lightly. Trolliqg is effective;
so effective that some states
don't allow it. Check your
'state regulations carefully.•
When you find fish, anchor
and cast in that area. If you
don't pick up any more fish
start trolling again. There are
some fishermen who insist
that the vibrations of a moving
boat actually attract fish.
One of the best techniques
for fishing the shoreline with
an outboard is to reverse your
motor and go backwards.
There are several advantages
to that. You can go slower and
work an area more carefully.
Because the steerage is at the
point of power, you can
maintain your best distance to
the shoreline.
Your outboard can come in
handy when fishing weed beds
or holes in open water. Use
your outboard to run upwind
of the fishing area, Men shut it
off and drift. If the wind isn't
right, keep your motor idling
and use it occasionally in
reverse to make course
corrections.
In a nutshell, if you-have an
outboard, use it. Explore.
Troll. Work a shoreline. Case.
With an outboard you'll find
that your bait will be in the
water longer and work more
effectively for you.
Carlos Black jr., Murray, took Big Bass honors with
— this four pounder, Sunday June 24.
Shawn Simmons, Murray, caught this five pound
lunker while fishing with friend, Kenneth McCuiston,
Murray. The pair was fishing out of Cypress Springs
Dock, on Kentucky Lake, when they caught six keepers
on black firetail worms.
The Care And Handling
W Fishing Equiptment
An angler is only as good as
his or her equiptment and the
proper care aintenance
of tackle is essen in_per;
formance.
Fishing rods should be
completely dissassembled,
cleaned and a light coat of
penetrating oil applied over
AnY Fishing tine
The fnllowing is a brief way country fished and in
history of one of the mast fact, taught America and
popular spin cast reels in much bf the world how to fish.
America. The Zebco "Standard" was in
Every "company has a prodilction and while
beginning and 30 years ago thousands of American
this month, back when kids anglers were thumbing and
with cane poles sat on creek back-lashing their way to
banks wondering if there frustration, tackle salesman
really was a man in the moon, George Goetz took to the road
a west Texas watch-maker- with his new Zebco, con-
inventor-fisherman 'knocked ,.rincing folks that pinpoint
on the door of an Oklaboinaolr casting accuracy wasn't
field en t contpany 'd 
boxing 
gloves.ifficult even when wearing
1 ng for a job. •
The company was the Tulsa The beer can with a hole in
based Zero Hour Bomb both ends made headlines
Company and they made wherever it was put to the test.
It was a better mouse trap; aelectric time bombs for -oil
well shooting. The job ap- better and easier way to fish
plicant was R.D. Hull and and even in its infancy, proven
by test but not yet fully ac-instead of a resume, he
cepted, the funny-looking reelcarried a strange looking
with a hole in the end andcontraption that folks later
referred to as a ' ' beer can with spinning black button on the
a hole in both ends." back started an American
It was a "fishing reel," he tradition.
"Skill-Rated Tackle," it wassaid, and an employee of the
firm who was known for his called, but perhaps in-
angling ability was asked to correctly, because the easy-to-
take a look. General manager, use Zebco closed-face spin-
Herald Binford and vice
president, Marion Parry took
the adviceof Charley Noble, a
shop foreman with a dedicated
interest in fishing, and ac-
cepted the challenge of Zebco,--tast it accurately and
manufacturing and marketing-}he practice and expertise
Hull's unproven fishing required to use conventional
contraption.
It was that day in June, 1949,
when The company known
today as Zebco changed the
The Murray Bass Club held a tournament out of Little River, on Barkley Lake, Sunday
June 24. The winners were left to right: Lyle Underwood, Murray, first place 8-11; Dan






cast reel brought the sport-of -
fishing to thousands of persons
who otherwise might not have
started the sport or stayed
with it. They could handle a
baitcasting reels. was
nonexistent.
It was a success and as new
products are the offspring of
other products, along came
more Zebcos: the mode, 22
began rolling off the
production line in November,
1953, and one year later along
came what was to become.
America's favorite reel — the
classic Zebco 33, the first true
closed-face spinning reel in
the world.
In January, 1956, the
ZEBCO name was officially
adopted and the Zero Hour
Bomb Company became a
division of the tackle firm.
Sales continued to climb.
setting records never before
achieved by a precision-built
reel. In - a short threelyar
penod unit sales rose 280 per
cent and from the original
small shop space, the walLs
were shoved out to include '
- 35,000. square feet of modern
assembly line production
facilities where the Tulsa folks














Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equip
Hunting Se Fishing Licenses
In 1959, the 10-year-old
tackle company scored
another 'major first in the
industry with the introduction
of the first quality tackle
specifically designed and
engineered for the young
'fishermen the Model 77
Reel-N-Rod. It brought
lightweight, one-piece sim-
plicity in a small size to the
little fishermen who wanted to
'fish "grown-up" like dad. And
it started a whnle--new
generation of enthusiastic
fisherpersons.
Innovation became a by-
word in the Tulsa fishing
tackle plan as Zebco continued
to pioneer new concepts in the
angling world. In 1960 came
the "balanced tackle" concept
where the reel was matched
with the proper rod to give the
fisherman a total fishing
outfit. Again new products and
in 1960 the Model 101 was born.
It was the first one-piece ultra-
light spin-cast outfit in the
world and provided anglers a
_new_easier anciletter • Wa.Y..1.9
fish the lightest of lures.
1961 — for two significant
reasons — is called the
milestone year for Zebco
because it was then that the
Model 202 ZeeBee reel was
born — the largest selling reel
in the history of fishing. And it
Was also the year of Zebco's
acquisition by Brunswick
Corporation, a recreation-
oriented company that was to
furnish Zebco a broader
platform from which to
continue and surpass its rapid
grOvith.
Evidence of Brunswick's
'contribution and support to
Zebco carne the following year
with Zebco's acquisition of the
fishing tackle interests of
Langley. Corporation of
California. Zebco acquired the
products and production
equipment needed to extend
its line into the open-face
spinning and level „wind reel
markets. The new products
included the 777 Spinner, 822
Spin Flo, 830 Spin Deluxe, 850
Spinlite, 860 Surflite, 870
Spinator, 310 Strearnlite and
the 330 Lure Cast.
During 1963 orders for Zebco
products were counted in feet,
and an additional 50,000
square feet of floor space Was
leased to handle the ever-
increasing volume.
metal joints.
To prevent bowing, rods
should be stored in an upright
position and never leaned
against a wall or floor. Rigid
plastic or metal tubular
containers, that may ac-
commodate as_ many as three
or four rods, take the worry
out of stepping on or breaking
rods during the off-season.
Reels should be removed
from the reel seats, broken
down and lubricated to
prevent rust from forming or
salt water from corroding the
moving parts. . .
Check for wear of gears, or
areas that are in constant
contact with fishing line. If
new parts are required, allow
ample time to send away to
manufacturer or 1641
dealers. _
Perhaps because ft qs-the
most inexpensive item in the
outfit, fishing line is almost
always overlooked or taken
for granted. It only takes the
slightest nick whether it's
made by the teeth of a fish, a
sharp underwater rock or a
faulty rod guide — to punc-
tuate the frustration of a
broken line and a lost fish.
A few simple tugs should
indicate whether line has
begun oxidizing and losing its
prescribed "test" strength
9
specifications. If the line is
relatively new, perhaps
reversing its position .on the
reel will restore the angler's
confidence in his gear.
A.quick check for abrasions
or cuts in the line can be made
by rubbing a piece of cotton up
and down the line. If the cotton
snags, a notch in the line is
ready to snap the lifeline
between the angler and his
fish. Always cut off the first 20
feet or so of line and discard it
after a fishing trip. That's the
part subject to greatest wear.
Hooks on lures should be
sharpened with an ignition
point file and rusty 'Mks
replaced. Won? lures can be
rejuvenated with enamel
paints or tape. Spinners and
spoons made of nickel Or
.,copper can be repoIished with
It soft cloth.
Ltakit in boots cy waders
can be 'mended using normal
bicycle tire repair kits. Store
boots and waders, , with
newspapers crumpled inside
to prevent creases and tracks
from forming. ThP paper will
also absorb moisture.
Arrange the tackle box so"
that items such as insect
repellant and plastic worms _-
are not in contact. Once the\
foreign aroma of chemicals
like reel lubricant or first-aid
spray touch the lures, it's a
good bet the fish will keep
their • distance. Rinse such
items in a dishwasher
detergent bath before the next
fishing foray.
A few common sense
proaches to tackle main;
tenance will help put "the one
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Mayfield Bass Club held their husband-wife team tournament out Oi tittle River, on
Barkley Lake, Sunday June 24. The winners were left to right: Mike and Beverly Good-
man, Mayfitld, first place; Ray and Linda Wyatt Mayfield, second place and Beg Bass;
Brenda and Dean Childers, Mayfield, third place; kie -rind Yvonne Kimbel, Mayfield,fourth place; Sharon and Joe Howard, Mayfield, fifth place.
Washing Sleeping Bags
If your sleeping bag is
washable one, it's best to use
oversize commercial washing
machines with rotating drum
action rather than agitator
top-loading machines. The
Coleman Company, which
pioneered in the manufac-
turing of washable sleeping
bags, suggests warm water
and L.. to 12 cup of detergent.
Tumble the sleeping bag dry
at medium temperature
setting in an oversize corn-
mercial dryer, and be sure the
bag is thtiroughly dry before




HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires S 4 W.O. Vehicles
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(AP) - As quickly as this
remarkable Wimbledon can
produce a new giant-killer, so
another is consigned to the
role of yesterday's hero.
Just six of the 16 men's
seeds remained in the singles
after Friday's third round, but
most of the players who
caused upsets earlier in the
week are gone and forgotten.,
Surprise has followed
surprise with increasing
momentum, but few of the
sensations have maintained
their form.
Tim Wilkison, who ousted
--- Guillermo Vitas Thursday,
killers Chris Kachei
Arthur Ashe in the first round)
and John Sadri over Jose
Higueras in the second) when •
be lost in straight sets to Tom
Okker, a 'Dutchman 16 years:._
his senior.
Okker beat the 19-year-old
from Shelby, N.C., 7-5, 7-5, 6-3.
But as Wilkison and Sadri
(who was beater? 6-0, 7-5, 7-6, 6-
2 by Sandy Maqr ) bowed out,
Brad Dreweft, Brian Teacher
and Gene Mayer came roaring
into the headlines.
They accounted for the
three seeds beaten Friday -
No. 8 Victor Pecci of
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Six Of 16 Seeds Remain In
Wimbledon Tourney After
Friday's Third Round Action
Went the way of earlier. giantr„..cbri§.,Extr:L.p.o..0.s. downed 
Yay
Paraguay, No. 9 Brian Got-
tfried of the United States and
No. 11 Jahn Alexander of
Australia.
Meanwhile, the three top




his much publicized leg in-
jury, beat American Hank
Pfister 6-4, 6-1, 6-3, John
McEnroe beat Tom*Gullikson
6-4, 64. 7-6 while Jimmy
Connors defeated Johan Kriek
of South Africa 6-4. 6-1, 7-6.
In . the more predictable
women's draw, defending
champion Martina
Navraillova beat Rosie Casals
6-3, 6-3 while second-seeded
Kathy May .Teacher
Third-seeded Australian
Evonne Cawley beat com-
patriot Cynthia Doerner 7-5_, 6-
_2, and 16-year-old Tracy
--Austin passed fellow
American Bettyann Stuart 6-2,
6-3.
Drewett, a 20-year-old
Australian from - Sydney,
scored- the biggest upset by
beating Pecci..4-.62, 3, 7-6, 6-4.
It was only a few weeks ago
that Pecci was playing the
spoiler in big tournaments.
Teacher, • a 24-year-old
Californian, beat Gottfried 6-3,
5-7, 7-5, 6-3 while-23-year-old
Gene Mayer - Sandy's
younger brother - ousted
Alexander 6-4, 6-4, 6-4.
Drewett, who had..to qualify
to get into the main draw, was
surprised by his victpry over
Pecci, picked- by many as a
possible winner here.
"I'd read so-much about
him, he was a pretty awesome
opponent," said Drewett. "I
just hoped - I wouldn't get
.plown off court."
Drewett was always under
pressure against the
bigserving Pecci, but Teacher
was always on top of his en-
counter with an out-of-touch
Gottfried and Gene Mayer
was equally in control against
Alexander.
The 1
-major -upset-Pi- the-first -two -
rounds and still be in con-
tention is American Pat
Dupre, a first-round winner
over Vitas Gerulaitis. Belgian-
born Dupre made it to the last
16 with a- 7-5, 1-6, 6-3, 6-1 vic-
tory Friday over Frenchman
Yannick Noah.
In contrast to the men's
singles, 13 of the 16 .women's
seeds have marched through
to the fourth round.
The only women's seed to
lose Friday was
Czechoslovakia's Regina
Marsikova, who lost in
straight sets to countrywoman
Hana Mandlikova 6-3.6-2.
Mudd Fires Two-Over-Par
72 For Golf Championship
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
Jodie Mudd Of Louisville fired
a two-over-par 72 to finish with
a 276 and the Kentucky Men's
•State Amateur golf cham-
pionship at Big Spring County
Club.
Mudd, a sophomore to be at
Georgia Southern, shot.a 37 on
the front nine while shooting a
35 on the back nine Friday for
a four under-par on the 54-hole
event. The elosest player to
Mudd was Pat Stephens of
Richm,ond, who finished six
shots . back with a 282.
Stephens shot a 71 Friday.
Russ Cochran of Paducah
wA third with a 54-hole total
of 283. He shot a 68 Friday.
Chip Montgomery of
Louisville, k Michael
Shelbourne of Paducah ana
Steve Rogers of Bowling
Green all finished at 286.
Mudd and Tom Musselman
Jr. of Louisville tied for the
low round of the tournament.
Mudd turned in a 66 Thursday.
while Musselrnan had a 66
Friday. ",
Defending champion 13111
Mus,selman finished 22 shots
behind a41 298.
Mudd took a seven-shot lead
-into the final 18 holes. Both
Stephens and Montgomery got
.wittain six'strokes on the front
nihk„bin 'neither could mount
a seri4Schallenge.
Mudd said he wasn't par-
siculorly worried about losing
his Wad, although "I got a
little, tense at the start." His
second shot at the first hole
got behind some trees and he
39 Youngsters Tee Up
In Junior Golf Match
- Thirty-nine youngsters teed
it up Thursday in the weekly
junior golf competition at the
Murray Country Club, and
when all the scores had been
posted Trent and Velvet
Jones, brother and sister,
again Were the medalists.
Trent posted a 38 and Velvet
a 45 -for the nine holes •played
in the 14-year-old and older
grouping. Mark Waldrop's 50
was low for the boys and
connie Spann's 54 for the girls
in the 12 and 13-year-olds
competition.
In the 10 and 11-year-olds'
play, Chip Adkins had a 51 and
Elizabeth Oakley had a 65 for
the low scores in that
grouping. Among the 8 and 9-
year-olds, Eric Grogan had a
39 and Cindy Spann a 52 for the
six holes they played.
Among the little fellows, 7
years ,old and under, Bill
Fandrick was low among the
boys with 29 for the three holes
played and Kathrine Oakley
was the girls' leader with 27.
The youngsters play each
Thursday morning, beginning
at 9 a.m. with play under the
supervision of Mrs. Linda
Jones.
scrambled for a par while
Stephens birdied the hole.
Mudd took two bogeys on the
front side., but still led by six
shots at the turn.
"They started making a few
bogeys and I figured I had it,"
said-M-utidv-,±buti--I-didn't want
to get overconfident."
+ludct missed a four-foot par
putt at the fourth hole, but






In the first game, the Cubs
shut out the Twins 1-0. Bobby
Peebles was the winning
pitcher-
Amos led the .Cubs with two
hits and Craw-ford knocked in
the game's lone run.
The Reds downed the Yanks
7-5 in the second contest. A.
McClard had three hits for the
winners and Newsome batted
in two runs. Pitcher Mark
West picked up the win:
Gammons, Ross and
Guthrie each had two hits for
the Yanks. •
Park League
The Yanks downed the Cubs
21-2. Scott Foster and John
Mulhen each had four hits for
the winners.
The Braves downed the
Reds 20-1. Craig Schwettman,
Teddy Delaney and James
Payne each hit home runs.
Sports
Candy Jackson shows lots of concentratiorduring her Match in,the finals of Friday's
Murray Junior Tennis Championships. The top-seeded player in the tourney, Jackson won.
the title over Kathy Outland 6-4, 1-6, 6-2.
Stet Photo By Tony nate
Pitc.ihers Throw Good Games
Without Victory As Red Sax
Come Alive In 13th Inning
Mike Torrez pitched a
pretty good game. So did Matt
Keough. Neither got a victory
- but-that's where the
siipilarity ended.
Torrez silenced New York
on three hits through eight
innings Friday night, only to
be chased during the Yankees'
two-run ninth that sent the
game into extra innings.
Neither he nor Yankee
starter Ron Guidry were
around when Boston, on Rick
Burleson's double and Jerry
Remy's single, won 3-2 in the
13th.
Keough, one of Oaklansi's
luckless hurlers, pitched well
enough against Texas, but got
no support at bat or in the field
and wound up with his 10th
loss in the 5-3 decision. He has
no victories.
To Tee Off
LEXINGTON, Ky. i AP) '-
Anne Rush of Tompkinsville
and Jackie Hacker of Ver-
sailles will tee off today for the
Women's State Amateur Golf
Tournament championship at
Spring Lake Country Club.
Rush emerged Friday lion.
the championship-flight upper
bracket with a 1--up 'victor
over Tennye Ohr of Irvine.
Hacker cruised in the lower
bracket to a 3-and-1 -victory
over Cynthia Powell of
Winchester.
Anne Combs of Lextrigtun
and •Lea Anne Toftness of
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In the rest of the American
League, Baltimore swept
Toronto 6-1 and 4-0 in a
twinight doubleheadef,
Minnesota beat Chicago 5-2:
California edgesi-Kansas Ca.y,
6-5 in 11 innings, Detroit
defeated Cleveland 8-6 and
Seattle beat Milwaukee 3-2.
The Yankee Stadium crowd
was in an uproar as Torrez
and Guidry matched zeroes
for seven innings.. Boston
finally broke through for a run
against- Guidry in the eighth
on singles by Bob Mon-
tgomery, Burleson and rookie
Larry Wolfe. Then Jim Rice
homered in the -rtinth -off
reliever Ron Davis. .Third
baseman Butch Hobson
kicked away a 'potential
double-play ball to allow the
Yankees' two unearned runs
in the b4:1tontof the ninth.
"Thar was a bad break,"
Torrez said. "But were t too
professional to let that bother
us."
Rangers 5, A's
A similar mistake bothered
the A's. .
After Oscar Gamble and Pat
Putnam singled off Keough in.
the third. inning, Eric
Soderholrn hit *a potential
double-'play grounder at.
Oakland third baseman
Wayne Gross. But he let it get
awif for an error and,, with
the bases loaded, Billy Sample
broke a 2-2 tie With a two-rtin
-single to left. larvell Blanks
hit a 'pair of sacrifice flies for
two of the Rangers' other runs







You get 12 pieces of fish,
8 hush puppies,
a pint of sole slaw, and
plenty of french fries.
Save $100
when you feed the family
Murray, Ky.
Captain D's
r ••,,r• • • is $10041 (•pta.n t Per
,-wa 1.1VU 7'4'7/4
Wray Ledger 8r Times
Orioles 6-4, Blue Jays 14
Home runs by -Thug
'DeCinces and Lee May in tbe
opener supported Scott
McGregor's severaiittef,.then
Steve Stone and Don
Stanbottie 'combined for a
four-hitter while seldom-used
Pat Kelly and John Lowen-
stein homered in the nightcap
of the Orioles' twinbill sweep.
'"It doesn't matter who:s in
there when we're playing like
this." coach Frank Robinson
said after the Orioles, 'winners
in 20 of their last 23 games,
widened their Eastern lead to
4'2 games over Boston.
Twins 5, White Sox-3--- -- -
Roy Smalley had a pair of
singles and his 13th homer of
the year, driving in three:runs
to propel Jerry- Koosman and
the Twins past the White Sox.
Koosman took a shutout into
the eighth ,.,inning before




singles by Don aylor, Willie
Aikens and Bri -Downing
enabled the 'Angelsto snap
their sevengaine losing streak
and stay within- a game of
first-place Texas inthe West.
. Tigers 8, Indians 6.
' Lynn Jones hit a_two-run
homer in the sixth inning to
pull Detroit into a 6-6 tie, then
broke it with a two-run single
in the seventh to beat the
Indians. John Wockenfuss also
homered for the Timers,
Mariaers 3, Brewers2
Dan Meyer of Seattle ex-
tended his hitting streak to 20
games with a fourth-inning
single. l'henhe single,d in the
eighth, was bunted to second
and scored the winning run on
Leon Roberts' single, his third
hit of the game.
Country Club Pours
Birdies Along With
Rain For Lady Golfers
By EDWARD K. MILLER
Associated Press Writer
DEARBORN, Mich. 1AP) -
When it rains at Dearborn
Country Club it poors birdies
- for Debbie Austin and Vicki
Fergon.
"It's been a long, long day.
l'm glad to be in," said a
dripping wet Austin, after
spending more than eight
hours on the course Friday. "I
JUaL Stayed relued_ancl
to give the other girls
something to shoot at."
The 11-year veteran birdied
her way through a morning
shower then struggled with
-par In an afternoon monsoon
to post a secondwound 71 and a
2-shot lead over Fergon in a
Ladies Professional Golf
Association tournament. .
Austin was at 4-under-par
140 at the midway point in the
72-hole, $150,000 tournament.
Fergon fired a 69, the day's
best round, and finished at 2-
under 142.
ed al 143 were
- defending champion Sandra
Post, veterana Salty Little add
Judy Rankin, second-year
player Barbara Mosness and
Beth Daniel:
The round was - delayed
three times by -lightning and
rain for a total'of three hours
and the final six threesomes
fought darkness as. well as
puddle&
got my putter in gear
taay," Austin said.
- ."./Vhen you hit the ball
around the hole_ you expect a
lot. Well, I expected a lot this
year) and didn't get it until
today."
Austin sank two of her birdie
putts from under four feet.
One was from 12 feet and all
three came before most of the
thunderstorms.
Fergon started four hours
later than Austin - -and
caught more raindrops - but
sank four of six birdieson her
final nine while the rains fell.
"I'm a rain player, I guess,"
said Fergon, 23, who played
Well two weeks ago to take
third in a tour stop in
flochester, N.Y. "We've had a
lot of bad weather this season
and I'm used toil,"
Barbara Barrow,- -who was
tied for the lead with Austin
after the first round, moved to
5-under-par and the tour-
nament lead aftet four holes,
but bogeyed seven -:times in
her last 11 holes for a 76 and a
1-overpar 145.
Barrow blamed her slide on
her temper which was fueled,
she said, by her 14-year-old
local caddy, who "hogged the
'umbrella" during the rain and
"couldn't keep up with me."
She fired the caddY. afiefthe
round. '••
Austin said the weather,
difficult pin placements and
pushed-back tee markers
made each hole play "about 30
yards farther than Thur- •
sday."
More rain, plus winds oil°
niph. were forecast for today's
third round of the Lady Stroh's'
Open.
At even-par 144 were Janet
Coles, Mary Dwyer, Susie
Berning, Kathy McMullen and
Pat Meyers.
Flag Tgurnament To Be
Held At Country Club
The Fourth of July holiday
Wednesday will be obseri?ed
at the Murray Country Club
with a flag tournament for the
members and their guests.
The day will be climaxed
with a potluck membership
dinner in tbe clubhouse. In
charge .of the flag tournament'
are M.C. and Cathryn Gar'rott,
while arrangements are being/
made for the potluck dinner,.
and-several, special. activities
for children by Bob and Peggy
Billington and Clycte and
Marilyn Adkins. .
No set - time has been
designated for the flag
tournament. The members
and their guests may par-
ticipate simply by registering
at the clubhouse, picking up
their small American flag and
playing either the 18-hole or
the 9-hole route with
whomever and whenever they
, please. , 4
Upon registering, each
player will be given a flag
upon which has been printed
their name art&the-rayrrber of
strokes comprising their
handicap. The object is to see
how far the player can _go on
that number of strokes before
having to plant the flag at the
spot where the ball comes to
ratt after the last allowable
/Stroke has been taken.
/ Prizes will be -awarded at
the potluck dinner to the
golfers - be they men or
women • - who play the
greatest distance on their
allotted numbert of strokes. ,
The nine-hole competition,
also including both men and
women, has been arranged fur
those mho isb. .t.Q. pa rt ic tap*
in the day's activities, but who
do not wish to play more than
nine holes.
The entry fee for the flag
tournament will be $1.00 per. 
playerregardless of the
category entered - the 18-hole
tournament or the 9-hole
tournament:
Clean or replace your air conditioner's
filter at least that often. Your air conditioner
works easier—uses less energy—with a clean
lilter.
















































































Durr Says Wimbledon Has
Grown Too Big To Be Fun
By WILL GRIMSLEY close-up Ionic at the new super
States and elsewhere, are stillAP Special Correspeadent heroes. They are impressed
a no-no. White balls remainWIMBLEDON, England by the sight of young, at-
the standard.AP) - 'Wimbledon isn't fun tractive athletes who can earn
any more," ramented A bit .of the old-atmospheremillion dollars- settr Their
Francoise Durr. "It's simply rackets.- has been preservert the
outdoor umbrella-coveredgrown too big. Crowds are Wimbleddn once was the
tables where guests canoverrunning the place. They last bastion of change, a
partake of strawberries andare loud and impolite and they bulwark against growing
cream - a century-oldleave an awful mess." commercialism, agents and
tradition - ivy covered pillarsThis is the 19th All-England the wheelers and dealers.
and erfilless rows of _rosetennis championship for Durr, While others, such as the
bushes, fuchsia andborn in Algiers, reared in United States Open, have
hydrangea.Paris and now a resident of shifted away from grass, an
The beauty is largely hiddenPhoenix, Ariz. . impractical surface, the 102-
by the swelling masses. TheyDurr, 364 has witnessed a year-old complex has -
are._ kui longer the Se&te,dramatic If not pleasant managed to hang on to that
transition in this prim and- link with the 19th century..
...prOper spectators who ap-. 
laud only after a good shot or
a victory. They are a bull-ring
crowd now, who whoop and
holler and taunt the corn-courts, she said. "One can't death with modifications, and
batants - particularly if thosemove. It took me 20 minutes has softened its once prissy
combatants are as demon-this week to get through the stand on the dress code. It is
strative as Jimmy Connors,crowd to one of the outside'  no longer all-white but haste the Nastase and Johncourts. They should have white with color adornments
McEnroe. -tunnels for the players so they allowed. There is no taboo on
"It's hard to maintaincan go to the site of their Skimpy women's attire. On• tic concentration now," Durrmatches." — yellow bal*'popular in the
The All-England croquet sOlot •
_ _
stodgy birthplace of the game.
"The people pack the
corridors separating the
But it has given in on the
matter of scoring, adoptin
Jimmy van Alen's sud
ancient, laded green
clubhouse. To Watch Baseballs Go •For the last few years,
crowds have been huge
despite the club's insistence
that the gate is limited to
around .35,000. It's a daily
sellout, with fans clueing/hp
the night befOre..arKINOters
doing an open landslide
business buying and selling
precious tickets.
Tickets go for as much as
314 English pounds 1$628) for
two center court seats for the
finals. Tickets to the
preliminary matches go for as
much as 100 pounds $20(h.1 
Most of the people who
come out today are not the
normal tennis fan," Francoise
said. "They are people who
have seen the matches on
television and rush out to get a
Man Has 91
Ringers In  
Tournament
GREENVILLE, Ohio AP
- Karl van Sant of Cayuga,
Ind., had -91 ringers out of 100
-Pitches Friday to lead 14
ciaalifiers for the cham-
pionship round of the national
'horseshoe pitching tour-
nament.
Max Roseberry of Marion
and ,Jim Knisley of Bremen
both had 89 ringers but
Roseberry was made the No. 2
qualifier because all, of his
shoes were within six inches of
the peg. Ohl(' 'champion
Wilbur Kabel of New Madison
was fourth with 84 ringers.
The championship will be
-determined_  Sunda y atter_ the.
field is narrowed. to the top
seven scorers today.
Leading the six qualifiers in
the women's competition were
defending champion Opal
Reno of I.ucasville, who drew
a bye, and Bonnie Seibold of
Huntington, Ind., who had 86
ringers Friday.
The women's championship





Bill Robinson doesn't just
hit them - he likes to watch
tharrtgo..
"I knew it was gone," noted
the Pittsburgh Pirate out-
fielder after hitting a pitch
from Montreal left-hander Bill
Lee into the left-field seats at
Three Rivers Stadium Friday
night.
He wasn't even upset by the
final score, 6-5 in favor of the
Pirates with the aid of
Robinson's solo blast in the
three-run first inning.
In other National League
action, Philadelphia defeated
St. Louis 8-7 in the opener of a
two-night doubleheader before
the Cardinals came back to
take the second game 7-1;
Atlanta whipped Los Angeles
5-2; Houston turned back San
Diego 4-1 and San Francisco
beat Cincinnati 6-4. The New
York-Chicago game was
postponed by rain.
The Pirates scored on an
RBI single by Tim Foli and
Robinson later added his 18th
homer for ihe second run after
a double play cleared the
bases. Lee Lacy followed with
another horner.
'This definitel,y lould be the
start -of something big," Lacy
said after the second-place
Pirates moved to within 5isz
games of first-place Montreal
in the N I. East.
Phillies 8-1, Cardinals 7-7
Greg I.uzinski had four hits
and drove in four runs to lead
Philadelphia pasTSCLeuls-fri
the opener of their
doubleheader. Luzinski hit a
two-run single in the first
inning and accounted for all
three _Phi's runs in the
decisive sixth when he hit. a
two-run triple and scored on
Garry Maddox's sacrifice fly.
Tony Scott and Keith
Hernandez knocked in two .
runs apiece and Pete
Vuckovich hurled seven
strong innings to help the
Cardinals win the second
game. Vuckovich allowed an
unearned run in-thefirst, then
blanked the Phils six innings
before giving way to George
Frazier.
Braves 5, Dodgers 2
„terry Royster's three-run
double' in the eighth inning
broke a 2-2 tie and enabled
Atlanta to defeat Los Angeles.
After The Braves htook a 2-0
lead, Ron Cu. slugged a
tworun homer -in the seventh
for a tie.
The Braves loaded the bases
in the eighth on a one-out
double by Joe Nolan, a single
by Glenn Hubbard and a




Astros 4, Padres 1
Terry Pigihit a solo homer
and Rafaelibbndestoy doubled
in swo runs to help Joaquin
Andu jar post his ninth victory •
of the year in Houston's vic-
tory over San Diego.
Andujar, 9-4, scattered
seven hits while striking out
four and walked two batters.
It was Andujar's sixth com-
plete game in nine starts. San
Diego starter Gaylord Perry',•
7-6, surrendered four runs,-
two of them unearned,
'through eight innings to get
the loss.-
- •Giants 6, Reds 4
Mike 'vie and Jack Clark
belted run-scoring singles in
the bottom of the eighth inning
as San Francisco broke a 4-4
tie to beat Cincinnalf:', Mike
Sadek started the winning
rally with a one-out single off
reliever Manny Sarmiento.
Larry Herndon singled before
Bill North hit into a forceout at
second base, with runners at
first and third. Ivie and Clark
added run-scoring hits,
making ex-Cincinnati reliever
Pedro Borbon, 3-2, a winner in




Come On Over - Walk-In - Grouse Around -









Directions: Cross Paris Landing Bridge, Tn., U.S. 79 E. lit Stop OnRight. Open 7 a.m. till 10p.m. daily.
111••• ..1111111..
Centerfielder Bill Melton takes a cut at a pitch in yesterday's
first game with Sikeston. The Murray club did not fare to
well, dropping both ends of a doubleheader, 1-0 and 7-3.
and tennis club has 15 grass




SAN DIEGO (AP) -
Cheered by the sight of their
fine-feathered friend, 47,000
San Diego fan have welcomed
back their beloved bird. And
tiny Ted Giannoulas, the man
behind Chicken Mania, was
proud as a peacock.
Defrocked for two Months
by a court order, the 5-foot-4
Giannoulas returned to San
Diego Stadium Friday, night in
a modified chicken suit.
The response was a thun-
derous ovation for the much-
missed bird.
"That was the biggest thrill
of my life. 9i1ls went down
my spine. I was crying, I
really was," said Cannoulas,
24, who spent five years as the
KGB Chicken before- landing
in hot water earlier this year.
His employer, KGB radio
station, fired him and filed a
$250,000 lawsuit, alleging
contract violations.
But like the phoenix of
Egyptian mytholoa, The
grounded Chicken re-emerged
in full plume. 4
Giannoulas made a ,grand
entrance as the San Diego
Padres' mascot.
As the crowd chanted "We
want the Chicken," Gian-
noulas, out of sight behind the
outfield fence, climbed into a
.giant styrofoam egg 'on top of
an armored car.
A roar reverberated
through s the staditun as the.




Earlier in .the day, Gian-
noulas 'said he shelled out a
strange ransom to fOur
eggpoachers who stole the
empty egg from the ballpark
and demanded four tickets to
the game and $20 worth of
beer for its safe return.
When the truck reached
third base, a group of Padres
gingerly.removed it from its
perch and placed it on the
ground.
First the egg rolled tOward
second-base and back .aga in.
Then it shook, began cracking
and out popped the- new
multicolored bird.
"I'm coming back to famtl
*arid their laughter," said
Gianpoulas, who handed out
. stamped cigars proclaiming
loved Bird
"It's a bird." _
The new chicken will be
named by his fans, he said.
Once in the stands, the furry
Pied Piper was engulfed by a
mob of squealing youngsters.
The crowd was the largest of
the year for the Padres, who
ire averaging 21,000 fans per
game.
Mostly orange, the costume
contains all the main colors of
San Diego's sports teams,
Giannoulas said. Across his
chest, his official crest *as
emblazoned with a flying egg
and stamped with the lettere.
"That stands for comedy and
California," said Giannoulas,
who insists he has made
enough modifications to skirt
the court order.
Before heading into the
stands, Giannoulas had one
last crack.
"Now if only Gaylord--
(starting—Tnicher Gaylord
Perry) can throw a goose
egg."
He didn't. Perry's first pitch
was blasted for a home run
and the .Padres dropped a 4-1
decision.
Ex-Cincy Reliever Makes
Adjustments To New Baliclub
By DAVID N. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCCr(AP) -
On Thursday, Pedro Borbon
was a Cincinnati_ Red. On
Friday, he was striking -out
George Foster forrithe San
Francisco Giants. r.
"I want to show that Dick
Wagner (Reds' president I
that he made a mistake," the
32-year-old Borbon said after
picked up a 6-4 .xictory for his
new team against his olci one.
"He sold me like a bag of
peanuts. I can.io on for 10
more years. I felt like a 23-
year-old . kid out on the
mound."
Borbon pitched only an
inning against the Reds,
coming in in the eighth after
the Giants had tied the game
4-4 in the seventh. After
yielding a pair of two-out
scratch singles up the middle,
he st:-..ok out Foster and then
watched the Giants rally for
'two runs in the bottom of the.
inning to raise his record to 3- •
2.
"I know what it's like to be.
traded' and face your former
teammates," said Foster, who
came over to Cincinnati from
San Francisco in 1971. "I also
know what pitches Pedro has
and I knew he wasn't going to
throw anything I could hit out
of the park. He threw his pitch
and I missed it. He won round




.NEW YORK (AP) .•
stunk, but I did the best-I
could," Reggie Jackson said
gter returning-to 1110 baselsail-
wars Friday night.
It wasn't a particularIT
auspicious return - Reggie
went 0-for-6 and struck out
four times in the New York
Yankees' 13-inning 372 loss to
the Boston Red Sox - and he
only got to talk to Manager
Billy Martin for a few seconds.
But at least Jackson was off
the disabled list 'and doing his
thing, which is swinging a bat.
The bases were empty the
first three times Jackson
eame up against Mike Torrez.
He struck out twice, but in the
seventh inning he sent center
fielder Fred Lynn to the wall
for his drive.
thought it was gone," he
said. "I0vas one of the best
breaking' balls he threw all
night and I was looking for it,
',tut I swung too quick and hit
on top of the ball. All night
long I was getting the bat
through the strike zone -too
quickly."
Jackson, who was the
Yankees'- designated hitter,
was fanned by Torrez with
runners at first and second
an* none out in the ninth in-
ning. He fouled to the catcher
against Bill Campbell
following a leadoff single in
the--11th and looked at a third
strike from Dick Drago
--Wading off the 13th.
didn't even get a chance
lb-- test Jmy leg tonight," said
Jackson, who was sidelined
for almost a month by a sEght
muscle tear between_ibe calf
and Achilles tendon on his left
leg.
"I'm not especially
discouraged," he said. "I
hadn't seen any breaking
pitches and the guy made
some good ones on me. The
first couple *of times I felt
strong as a bull ... strong as an
ox, but I was too anxious. I
might hit before the year's
over, don't you think?"
The long-awaited meeting
with Martin never came"off.
After taking nine minutes of
batting practice 21,s hours
before the game - he had a
definite limp and said his leg
ovas "a little tired" -Jackson
went into Martin's office and
pronounced himself ready as
DH. He was out in a few
seconds and was promply
surrounded by the media,.
"Having everything under a
microscope isn't fair to Billy
or to me," he said, "so I'm not
gonna talk about it."
one."
Borbon's performance and
that of fellow reliever Gary
Lavelle, who picked up hit
10th save by throwing a
scoreless ninth, would lidt
have mattered Without some
clutch hitting by the Giants.
Although they got a hit in
every inning through the
sixth, the ,Giants trailed 4-1
when reokie Mario Soto
relieved starter Bill Bonham
in the seventh.
Two walks and an infield hit
loaded the bases with no one
out. However, Soto appeared
to work out of the jam by
getting pinch hitter Mike 'vie
to pop up and Jack Clark to
strike out.
That brought on left-hander  
Dave Tomlin to pitch to Willie
McCovey, who promptly
drove in his second and third
runs of the game - and sixth
in two days - with a hit to
short center. Darrell Evans
then tied the game with a
broken-bat hit to right.
- In the eighth, against loses:
Manny Sarmiento, 0-3, Ivif
',made up for his pop-up with. a
bloop single to center which
scored Mike Sadek with the
winning run. That was
followed by a Clark single
which gave the Giants an
insurance run.
"In most parks, they say hit
The ball on the ground and you
got a chance - here you got a
chance if you hit it in the air,"
moaned the Reds' Rick
Auerbach after watching the
famed Candlestick wind play
tricks on several hits, in-
cluding McCovey's and Ivies:
"Anywhere else thcise balls'
are a can of corn."
The - two-teams-totaled 24 
hits, but left-23ion base:„
Among those hits were three
by Joe Morgan, who has
snapped out of a long slump by.
going 10-for27 in his last seven
games. However, ,it was his
double play which snuffed out
a Reds' rally in the fourth
after they had scored twice to
go ahead 2-1.
They added single runs in
the sixth and seventh against
starter Bob Knepper before
Tom Griffin, Borbon and





Atlanta Chiefs have sent-
- forward Nino Zec to the
Houston Hurricane for an
Undisclosed amount of cash.
the Nortb. American Soccer
League's -Chiefs have an-
nounced. s
Zec, who-is expected to join /
the Hurricpne in Houston ,'
today for a. game agai
California. scbred five gb s
and had three assists i/14
_games this season.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sethscrikerj who limo no
received Mei, hiones-dollsrereof
copy of 11.• Alum, idalpf &
ei by Si
ii0001110/11 OPV 410 /0 0111
79i SO•twees7:111:::
end • Ia., Niesiday.priggy,
3:30 P.at IOW 4 p.m, %War
dm, is his,, delivery of tibe
11•144,1110or Cala oust be
Pidoesd by 6 vac weekdays or






'Turn to the Murray Ledger & TIrnes.
Each week we List dozens of job opportunities for you.
You save time tracking down job leads since most employers
realize the value of classified advertising.
It also means you stand a much better
chance of finding the job you want.
If you need a job turn to the No
Job Guide in this area. -
The Murray Ledger &
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WILE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1-:LIEGAL  NOICE.  2. NOTICE
AS OF the 30th of June, 1979.-
1. the undersigned, will not
be responsible for any debts
other than my own Max
Her nclon._
2. NOTICe-












Hear Hi., Sot., & Sun.
Teenage Dating, 759-
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AAAVIS AdiooRe Antiques is
privileged 4o sell the
remainder of the estate of
John McElrath Sale begins
Tuesdia.k.-4.uly 3rd at Mavis
Moore Antique Shop, located
-3 miles northwest pf Murray
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2. NOTICE  
NEWSPWIIKat
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for
business from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 8 a.m.








At times other than
those listed above the
office is closed for
regular business even
though - newsroom and
production employees
may be on duty.
We request that
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
4. HELP WANTED
ATTENTION- LADIES,
-- atter:Han mow.- 44-4pact --34‘e. -
person with limited op
portunities in your present
occupation, you can sell and
service an agency with
Lincoln Income Life
Insurance Company and
have the opportunity for
above average compensation
and a good fringe benefit
program. No experience
necessary. An equal op
_portunity employer Call Joe
William's Hill, (502) 444 6967. 
ADDITIONAL HELP
needed. ApIly in person,
Jerry's Ref nishing and
--Custom B.uilt Furniture. Call
--Fir ars po terrent,11721183,.-- --
NEEDED: SOMEONE to
sew for me 4Lfi_2re school
year starts. be
reasonable. t art 753-0061
after 5 pm and ask for Ann. 
NEE-13 A licensed be ufv
operator. 5..ai I 7ssi 1800 _ •
REGISTERED NURSE, 3 11
shift, supervisor. excellent
salary and benefit program.
Apply Personnel Office,
Murray Calloway County
Hospital, 803 Poplar Street,
Murray, KY. An equal op
POrtunityempl_qyer, -
WANTED. •FARM families




or trade for freezer of same
value. 435-4173. 
I. FARM EQUIP.' 
C kFARAAALL tractor *with
cuTtivator. Call Ben Nix, 753-
3785 after pm. 
FUEL 1 HP electric weed
and grass trimmer, cuts with
fish line, has automatic line
dispenser, 541 99 Wallin
Hardware, Par,,  Tennessee.
FOR SALE': One Caterpillar
D6 C dozer, power shift,
hydraulic blade. One HD 11
A.C. power shift, hydraulic
blade Days, 753 13868.or.753-
5838sevenings 753-3474). -
GAS POWERED weed and
grass trimmer, uses fishing
line, 31cc engine, automatic
line dispenser, 591 99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris, Tennessee
NOTHING BETTER than
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, shovels and sweeps
for 311 cultivators See us
before-- yov --buy. Vinson
Tractor Co., 753-4892. 
RED,. BELLY Ford, just
overrilauled, -.Woods mower
and show blade. After 7 pm,
7.53 7124. -
20: SPORTIEciu IP.
GUN SALE, private Paiffi:
newspaper: major medico, group 

































6. HELP WANTED 
CLEANUP MAN for truc
Washing, buff rng, ng,
small paint iobS PPPy in
person .,at 4 r s Trailers
Buses, In 44 ighivay 6.11
South rrav,7KY See,Don
Mc d.
DIVIDUAL TO work part
time, 4 .111h to 9 pm Must. be
-neat; offal., with outgoing
personality Apply* -





-hospital coverage Call Steve.
Payne, office 753 7171, home
759 1134.
Registered Pharmacist in
we tern Kentucky Offers
inte esting salary - and
benefi Write P 0 Box 32
W, Mur y2KY 42071
9. SITUA
WANTED ARM families
interested in a top notch
major medieval group
hospital coveraVCaii Steve
Payne, office 7513 7271, dome
759-1110. -
10..BUS.CiPPOFiTUMIITY - -
BEAUTY SHOP 1 2,̂ Sale












WA, ED! FARM, families
erested a -top notch
malOr medical group
hosplal c.ge_.rage. C811 Steve
pavne. office 753 7273. home
759 1134
14. WANT TO BUY--
GOOD USED :attress and
box springs '..i f 1 double bed.
Evenings ,ii 4 24U
...11.1-NK CARS deliver or wilt
dick up Ca, 4144854 or 527
1-31-5z , -.... _ ---- -____
Z..ca pis.q, case. )F3 em.
WI:Tr 700 222 -mad Varmit
rifle, new' condition, case
Buschnell 3x9 scope, -han&
toic-iled cow-Ride case, 5175
Savage, Anschutz 22 cal,
por. er mode, 141, new
condition, custem grade,
scope. case, $250, Buschnell
Spacemaster, 20x60mm
....talascocie or spotting scope,
tripod, case, nevi,. Condition,
5100 753 5456,









24. MISCE LL AN EOUS_
ALUMIN'..A4 STEP ladders,
4 ft ,$18 79, 5 ft_, $1999': dtt „
$11 99, 8 ft , $3999. extension'
ladders, 14 It , $28 88: 16 ft.,
$31 88, 20 ft , $45 99. 24 ft







tool ber !Dols Call Bill
at 436 559
.„It7-,,„„14.  AR T-LCLES.Fkklaci
t 91344:00- OK. boat; 7-5-4-01-or
• V , 'ipewriter. _753
FOR si E Long Chief. self
propelie- awn mower', used
one season over stuffed
chair, an' type, 3 piece
solid -rat ogany bedroom
suite • mattress and-
-condition,
mahogany lesk. General
7E513ec1 t3r3.9c car., et Shampooer
Fc 0nRci SALE 2:05 ; volt ' air




dition caii 7,31prmaChme, 
i••celient con































EL RIC INSECT traps,
99, 56999. $99 99, $134 99,
and 5149 99 Wallin Hard
ware, Paris. Tennessee_
SLAB WOOD and sawdust
for sate' Cadiz Lumbar
Company. Cadiz, Kentuc&Y.
522 7994
STRAW FOR sale, $1 per
'bale, in the field • Call Ike
A i ibritten, 753 7692.
TOMATOE JUICER, Vic
bra No 200 No peeling, no
coring, and no precooking
Does a bushel .n 30 minutes,
520 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee. • • .
• 25.13US. SERVICE
SHERRI'S SOAP & shape
40.4 torth • 13th
-Profess iona Ity trotoed--444-
equTrYped or ad -reed- dog
uritom mg 9 00 am to 5 00
pre, Tue.sday through
Saturday For appointments
call 753 0056 •
26. TV•RADIO - -
SISSON S ;V , 1979 model
clearance sale. All t v.s must
go 19- color v.s from
$349 95 25" color console
t v.s from $549 95 Hurry,
Supplies limited! Sisson'S
TV., 19 miles west of Murray
on Highwai94 Call 38.2 2174.
!WANTED, RESPONSIBLE
party to. assume small
monthly payment ofill 25"
color t v under warrenty.
Also used t v 's Clayton's J
& B Music, 753 7575.
27. MOB. HOillE SALES_
1972 ATLANTIC. 12050.
FURNISHED with
deck, or condo ,inerl
SALON HYDRAULIC chair, 
T1 V,, S-4
44.1 -4;4.
$01 500 705t3h0767, rniture for sale
WE BUY and seii used-arr
9c loon4d'''`i`ws 753 1551 or 753
WEIGH'r0 t s0, e
egtaclhsibinniank;',
3St:;°E;' ,Inti$h•'SBWrtcEFWaNifilr CliP091 f°°I
t
bath.ba c 




1Dp oF: F 12.I GI-DA R-E
rl'irxxie harvest gold.
PS' ellnnt onetit-ion, also





'''n:y.:1L0Eindr- carpet.awgree(U- 2i-PS 
other
' .S0t F fregictare
free
rf'lr,t,irator. 70 cubic 
foot,
753 23,4,
5700 Ca;t 75r9efft:ssSat fter 6 pm.
ROS T.L E SS -TOP freezer
(ut),( (cm, less' than year
1
old Listed in Segrs 
1979
sc7,-intaloRghorates44366959554,8my price
FOR SALE baby bed,
‘,1..5:1415res195, all around bump
er
Pad Exe.,•, ..? condition $5
0




Fiir factory authord0d Parts
*cali.s, and .ervice call (9011
g42-76l9 located at 102 W




















fully TUrnished with some
new furniture, blocks and cut
off box included, $4200 or best
Offer. 753 3928 aft_e!.11_pm.
1976, 14x70 FESTIVAL
MOBILE Home, central air,
stove, refrigerator, and some
furnishings Free 'water and
sewer, fenced back yard. 14
miles from Murray off 94
East One mile from Ken
tucky Lake. Buy or lease.
436 5601,_
1973 GUERDON, 12 X 40,
underpinned and tied down,
all electricp--- furnished.
Priced lis.sell_at $3195. -Call
753-2782: - 
1971 MORGAN MOBILE
hdrne, 12x60, all electric.
Priced 10 sell. Call 437-4816. 
1978 MODEL 12x65 PARK




2LAA011. HOME RENTS_ 
SMALL TWO bedroom
trailer on large lot, .3 miles
out on 121 North, in Stella. No
pets. Water furnished. $50
deposit. $85 per month. Call
489 2578.
121E60 TRAILER FOR rental
Gill's Trailer Court, located
t the Murray Drive In
Theatre entrance  . 
TWO BEDROOM, water and
garbage pickup -furnished,
one mile frorW-Cify TimTtS, 1415
per month. Phone 753-5405
after iti_pm. 
12x49 T1500 BEDROOM
trailer, all electric, water
furnished. Call 753-0957'. 
29. HEATING &COOLING
24,000 BTU -FEDDERS air
cdVitioner, $125.436 5601 
USED 'AIR CON-
=own FOR SALE AT
CLOSE OUT PRICES.
753- 9-104 or 753-1551.
110 VOLT AIR conditioner .
years old, $100 Phone. 753
36115.
30. duls. RENTALS 
FOR RENT on South 5
Street 2 room office cti,
available the first July
753 5000 or 45.3 5






Couple only, no children or
ee pets $700 plus deposit. 759-
EEL.









MENTS, one or two.,
bedroom, Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
FOR RENT: 1 or? bedroom"
ouptex apartment at 414
South 10th. Call 492 8225.
3-3. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR rent in large
house Kitchen privilbges,
washer and dryer 2 blocks
from University $65 per
month all utilities paid 753
4140 or 436 2411
36 RENT OR LEASE












Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
--antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone






puppies, apricot and white; 6
weeks old, $75 each can 753
3928 after 4pm
A K MIN-ATURE
Dachshund_ ourinim . long
haired and srnooth' haired,
champion bloodline,
pedigreed, $50 each Shown
- by appointment only No Ann: him Henderson
checks please Call 527 9700
AK C BEAGLE puppies to 411.1111.111=1. 






Tool and Dyo-Nold Makers
Requires 3 to 5 years experience in the building and'
repair of injection molds for staffing of new molding
facility in Murray plant.
Fisher Price Toys, the world's largest m
anufac-
turer of pre-school toys is an expanding,
progressive industry provin/ liberal be
nefits and
profit sharing/pension plan. If you meet the
qualifications for the position indicated 
and are
looking for a challenging future, call today for 
an
application or send your resum4 to:
Fisher-Price Toys,
It. 2, Murray, KY 42071
Phone (502) 753-0460
An Equal Opportunity Em
ployer
m/f )
Division of Quaker Oats Co.
PRODUCE 
JUNE APPLES for ap
plesaoce, &I a bushel, bring
container Located on
Landfill Road, Tucker
orcharos.  489 2467.
RED POTATOES for sale, 12
cents a pound To place order
call 753 5978. 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
BIG YARD sale! 301.South




Large or small give us






GARAGE SALE, 19th and
College Farm Road Friday
and Saturday from 640 am.
until?. 
YARD SALE, Saturday at
511 Lynnwood- Riding lawn
mower, used 2 summers,
5150. 753 7620. 
43. REAL ESTATE(
YOUR MORNINGS will be.
happy ones in. this cheerful
breakfast room overlooking
a Spacious back yard with
redwood deck and patio,
three bedrooms, 2, baths,
central electric heat and den
with fireplace. Call for your







wooded lus acres on
Kentucky Lake. Ex-
cellent location with
lots of shady oaks and
'easy water access.
This is truly a choice
parcel and priced at
$19,500. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222









South Fulton Tenn _
1, s, STORY 3 BEDROOM
home with central gas heat,
range and dishwasher;
carpet, basement,. located
only two miles from the city
limits on 11 tenable acres
Owner will consider trade for
small house in town Call




have seweral waterfront lots
for sale. These lots are
wooded and slope gently to
water. (they are located -in
the Vine Bluff area and are
ready for that waterfront
home you have always
wanted Nelson Shroat Co'
759.1707
WANNA OWN -your own
spread, Pardnert! Acreages
ranging from 45 to. 90
acres starting at $650 per
acre.. Stop and take a tour of
this acreage with Glenda,
Brenda, Judy, Amos. and
Sandra=tall 753
1492 Offered by Loretta
fobs Realtors.











one mile from city
limits. Priced in the
$30's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. We




ACRES for sale Located in
North Calloway County
Over 1000 feet of road
frontage with 20 30 acres
tendable Will make a good
cattle farm or tax shelter
while you improve your
investment Priced at







Older part ef--- town.
Lots of room, great
candidate, for
remodeling. Could also,
he converted to high
return incorb-e
producing property.
For your new tax
shelter or remodeling




175 ACRES LOCATED only
one half mile from Kentucky
Lake lendable land that has
been in beanS, some young
timber, eight acre lake.
Located on good road only
'Cln
e mile form blacktop about
ivemiles southeast of New
Conctird Offered- at less than
$400. per acre. Owner
financing available. JONI C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
SY---Camore St ., urrax-.753







homes - all price
rangesi._ Wc have
several new listings in
the $30's. Beat the in-
flation crunch with an




perud Realty for full-
time Real Este Ser-
vice.
Professional position available
with local Girl Scout Agency.
Skills and experience in human
relations, community involvement
and working with volunteers help-
ful. College degree preferred.
Equal Opportunity Employment.
Send restune to:
XentuCkiana Girl Scout Council
Bear Creek Service Center
MO North 32nd Street
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
MACHINES
Join A -National Manufac-
turing 
Experience Necessary!
Organization that has developed an ex-
ceptional marketing program in the world's largest
cash business- Vending Machines. Turn Vending
Machines into real money machines for you. This is
an excellent potential opportunity to earn
$1400.00 weekly
with 10 or more machines. Many, many people are
earning exceptional part time income in the
lucrative vending machine business. We provide
guaranteed seeured locations in your area by a
professional location company. Equipment direct
from the manufacturer-five year guarantee
Machines vend Nationally advertised products.
Before. you buy any business opportunity, check
our Factory Direct prices.
NO OBLIGATION
rise' Toll Fe...
I -100-1124-1188, Operator 804
'Mow SWIM 24 News








































































LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43. REAL ESTATE
South 12111.01 Sycantoi•
T E eitriNiL 75116,6i
Just listed at 420 South










Motel, with twelve rental
units on let 125 X -273i for 
quick sale for only $75,000.
Call C.O. Bondurant Realty, '
753 9954 or 7531460
We have people in-
terested in locating in
the Murray-Calloway
County area. List your






392 N. lltli Si.
43. REAL ESTATE
Purdom I Thurman






and excellent enviroment for
the kids! Just 10 minutes
from town, this brick home
has large kitchen den
combination, fireplace, 1, 2
bath. 3 generous sized
bedroom. ..mid 530's. ..Call
for an appointment today!
You'll like what you see! Dial









minutes from town is
this 3 BR brick home





Central heat & air for
year around comfojh!
Sound inviting? Then






Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.





UMW UM MICE SKIVE it 76
Par WOO& beesa ads eime fell 713-7449 ea* der ei savers ilesErep Sorrier
NORMIIICKLE BARBER SUN
In Mimi lives*
Closed All Day Wed:
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
43. REAL, ESTATE
FOR THE discriminating!
Unusual floor plan and
"plus" gualit y features
makes this 3 bedroom home
a rare find! Large living
room, den with fireplace,
Master bedroom with sitting
area and bath, 2500 scl-ft••• 1'
acre m 1 lot. located just
sr:kit of town Let us show
you this unusual home
today ..call 753 1492...offered




With The Friendly Touch':
4 BR., 2 bathK4-tudy,-"
dining rm., fireplace,
fenced Bk. Yd. Central
' gas heat, Central Elec.
AC - extra storage. Ex-
cellent location.
3 BR., 2 baths, den
w/fireplace, central
gas heat. Dbl. garage.
100r x 150' lot. Owners
Leaving State. Just
Reduced'
Near -Hazel - 2 BR.
home, large kitchen,
separate dining. 2 acre




44. LOTS FOR SALE
44. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SAte by owner: A
bedroom, 2 bath brick house
with 5 acres on 641 North, 8
miles out of Murray. Large
den and living room, garage,
utility. Mid 150's. Call 753 1
2441_or 753 6468 atter 5 pm, or
753 8305.
FORT SMITH Log Homes,
open daily 9 111 5, Saturday
and Sunday 1 til 5; Highway
48, Charlotte, TN. 7" and 8"
logs in Pine, Poplar and Oak.
Send for free brochure or
send $4 for complete catalog
to P O. Box 271, Charlotte,
TN 37036.
FOR SALE: 3 room cabin,
furnished, NM off 94 East, 2
miles from KentuCky Lake.:
No well or water, but priced
at only $3,000 or best off
753.3625.






ET BOAT, 1976 Mantra, 18.6
ff., low profile, .155 Olds.
$4800. 345 2747.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
ND trailer, WET BASEMENT? We
erbird, 188 hp make wet basements dry.
tboard, 96 hours, work completely guarenteed
best offer. Call 753 ' Call, Or write Morgan Con-
struction Co Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, I 442 7026
SALE: LAST-chance! New
11 2 foot Snark Wildflower
sailboat. $400. 753-5534.
SWAP SO HP Johnson Si





roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753
5B167AYRS BROTH RS & Son
.General home flemodeling,
framing, alumin m sidind,
HOUSE FOR by owner 
r•atvie seiisicate gutters, and roofing. Call 1
bedr 
Subdivision: 3"We've been so busy with turning away
v395-4967 or 1-362-4895 
BUSHHOGING AND yard
in Wes
car garage, centrainew passengers we haven't had time to coNcRETEs.eLock Work
1/2 baths, built-ins, 
work. Call 753-6123. 
eat and air, with apart.----
ment. LowS60's. 753-6274. complete ou_r_ study for discontinuing Block garages, , basements,
HOUSE WITH 10 acres of . more trains." - 
driveways, walks, ISatios,
ground, 3 bedrooms, bath, ustemds, free estimates; -74A-- • living room, dining room,
SO. USED TRUCKS kitchen, central heat and-air.• 49 USED CAR S 
527.1764, Euin Bizzell.  1977 MONTE CARLO, black
LOVELY THREE bedroom with red interior. Perfect
brick Aome. Heated garage, condition. Call 753-7108 or
ferruly room-farce living 733-8802, * 
room, storage building and __-1977 MONTE CARLO, two
more. Ideal location for tone blue, low mileage, $3750.
family near Murray High. Phone 753-8606 before 5 pm.
' f
CAR Pt N T E R S
. AV ABLE, quality work,
1975 EL CAMINO, po-' wer and reas,nable prices. Call tor-
air, siderails, $1985. Call an, esti ates, 753-9987 atter 4:30, _
2595. .pm.
5). CAMPERS CARPET CLEANING, at
CAMPERS, DUE to the gas reasonable rates. Prompt
shortage; rent a campsite on and efficientservice. Custom
tbeheauwtifeuelk,Cmyponretshs oBrayle,asbey., Carpet Care. 489-2774.
pm, 753-6245. 1974 MONTE CARLO,
NICE TWO bedroom frame- 
midnight blue with white Sewer, water,rian electric.
O
house, priced in teens. Call 
r1y1 top, 47,000 miles,
'
*Sand beach and Marina 200
753-0659. ' 
loaded, in excelrent con- feet•from campground. Year
-round. Storage, security._ 47. MOTORCYCLES  
dition. 52000,767-2557. 
1974 TRANS AM, white, ac, lig_hts, and-watchman. Call
1975 DT 125 TRAIL bike, ts, db, in very good condition, for details 436-5519. .
Yamaha, good condition, 759-1216.  FOR SALE: 1976,24 ft. self, $250. 753-7719 after 5 pm,  1967 ,TRIUMPH TR.4, spoke contained, air conditioned,-9
FOR SALE:......CR 125 in ift- wheels, runs good but .needs apwhonninegininoorod conctition
cellent condition. Phone 492- clutch, 5400.-436-5601..
8460. . 50.-VSED TRUCKS
FOR SALE by owner: Lot 1V2
miles east of Murray, on
000d road and SOO ft of High:.
'Way 94. City water, no
restrictions, not in It sub.
division. CaleBotrFutrell 753-
766$ days and 753-2394 nights..
FOR SALE by owner: Lolfor
mobile home -With' septic
tank, water and driveway.
Located in Baywood Vista
subdivision on Kentucky
Lake. Immediate
possession! Call Bobby at






Authorized Briggs and Strat-
ton Dealer
Work Prefonntd On:
Lawnmowers, tillers, and minor repair on Johnson
and Evinrude outhearti motors up to 35 hp, and
chain saws.















One Mile on 94 East
Mon-Sat. 9 to 5 -
Sun: 1 to 6
LAKE LOTS for sale by
orh)er lake front and lake
view. Several to choose from
on Kentucky Lake and lake
Barkley. Terms available.
Call James or Bob Futrell at
Murray, KY, 753,7668 or 753-
_2394. - • 
4$. FARMS FOR SALE
75 ACRES RO dp farm
land plus 3 bedr6om farm'
boUst, stock barn, 2 tobacco
barns, new tool shed and
stripping room, new septic
system. All fenced s a
small wood lot. hway
frontage on aCktop
roads located b tween
Midway and Hazel. c II the
real estate profession
Guy Spann Reattv, 77
PERFECTLY LOCATED on
Graves-Cal/owpy County
line; 78 acres more or.,iess
'with 3 bedroom houSe, 5-
outbuildings anglIr2' 7 acres
fire-cured tob‘cco. .Good
cattle or crop farm. Call
Barger Realty, • Mayfield,
Ky, (502)247-2421.




home in Kirksey, 34




garage and many ex-
tras.
489-2387
A NEW 4 bedroom house
With all extras, incl0ding
fireplace, GE built. In kitchen
galogil lances- .2'12._ Altistlis..- .13
closets, 2 car garage, formal
dining, eat-in kitchen, and
heat pump. Prestigious






Come by from 2 to 4
f Sunday-July 1st
...We're Making Tow Feel At Nome
753-7492- f 260 Sycamore ,
Brenda Jones - 7534221 Amos McCarty - 753-2249
Mende Smith - 753-1499 Sandra McKinney - 753-8352












comfort and coriveence, in
nice neighborhood. 3-4
bedrooms, 2 baths, dining
room, custom oak, cabinet
kitchen, large master
bedroom suite, carpeted,
central, gas heat, energy
saving fireplaCe stove insert,
ins ated, attic fan, 3 air
cofidifioners, 'all new elec-
nice!, new roof plus ar
tistically decorated and lots
of Storage., Move in! Upper
t,10's, by 'twiner, 753 7102. No









new. To see call James
at 753-7724 or 436-2430
after 5 p.m.
1978 HARLEY ELEC. 1977 DODGE VAN for saleby
T RAGLI DE, 75th owner Fatory customized
niversary modef;- th'ëttflUF' "fnfSrlOf and-exterIOr, air, 411
brown, 18004niles. $4, 753_ power, tape, AM-FM radio,
9537. •- low mileage,_ reasonably
priced, Tradesman 200. {all
436.2201-after 5 pm, may be
seen at Darnell Marine on
Highway94 East.
TRAILER, COMBINATION
motorcycle and utility, $200.
436-5601. -
1973 YAMAHA 360 MX trail
bike, good cOndition. 1-527-
7851.
4E AUTO. SERVICE -
OAR BATTERIES. 24 month
guarantee, 522.88; 36 month




FOUR TIRES for sale. 21
Goodyear tractors AT'S and
2, 15 inch white walls, on
chrome spoke whiels. Phone
753-1932 after 6 pm. 
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The
wide ones with raised white
letters, G 70x14': or 15",
$29.79 and $2.90 FET; G
60x14", $36.65 andS3.17 FET:
L 60x14", $41.14 and $379
FET. Wallin, Hardware,
P,orls, Tennessee
TRUCK' LOAD truck tire
sale, hlgtivicy tread. 700x15",
6-ply, $21.98 and $2.95 FET,
75006, 8-ply, $37.75 and $3.74
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee.
TRUCK LOAD tire sate, 4 ply
,,polyester premium grade
*Ode wall 7 rib with 12-32
tread depth. A78x13, $18.39
and , S1.72 FET; E78x14", An ri ime, Da or Night
$22.63 and $2.20 FET; • GUTTERING BY Sears,
F78x14", $23-40 and $2.32 Danny 8 Twila Dunn, owners Sears continaus -gutters
ET - G711x14" nr  15", 525.39 _instatled , per your
and $2.54 FET:' H711x1-5", specifications. Call . Sears
$27.52 and $2.76 FET; 753 2310 for free estimates
)975 FULLY CUSTOMIZED
Dodge van. Has velvet
curtains; icebox, porta-bed;
couch, wheels, 11-track,- aft
the extras. Plus has a slant
six engine which Is real
economical. $3700 or will
trade. Phone 35.4-6217.
1977 FORD SHORT wheel
base, silver, automatic,
perfect -.condition. Call in-
18' CHRISCRAFT SKI boat.
283 ci, corvette engine,
center ski tow, trailer, $1200.
753-9537.
FOR SALE: Bass boat, 1977
Hydro Sports, 168 VEE, 150
hp Mercury, *fully equipped
for fishing. Call 1-247.3804.
1976 16' GLASST-RON,
WHITE and red, trichull, 150
co-b' Merc, powr tilt trim,
excellent condition. 1-527-
7851. 
1974 HARRIS FLOTE boat,





My goal is to be there









references, V ibtai1ac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpe Cleaning,-753-5827 or
753- 6.
C• PARE AND save on
am n link fencing. Circle A
encing. 753-8407.FOLDOUT TYPE camper 
trailer, sleeps 6, -goad con Do YOU need *Stumps
dition.5300. Call 436-2430. removed from your yard or
OVER CAB track ca , land cleared of We
7108 or753-6802. ' nge, can remove stumps up to-24'
FOR SALE. 1973 Chevy 
sleeps four, ice box,
water system. Call 75
V-
7404. - below the ground, leaving
pickup trittk, extra nice, AM- '27' V E trailer, 
only sawdust and chips. Call
FM 8-track, air and power. like -new, has ev rything 
'for free estimate, Steve Shaw
Call from 8 til 5, 753-5201 or it, deluxe mod 
on
753-9490. or Bob Kemp 435-
after 5 pm, 753-4691. 753-9920. 









Pick up and delivery. Connie
Lampe, 436-2510 • 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
.free " estimates for your
needs.--







and commercial, call 753
6123.
L78x15". ULU and $3.06
ET. Wallin tardwarg,
'Par is,"rennessee. • 4 .
44. USED CARS
1973 CHEVY -CAPRICE
Classic, 350 motor, power
Steering„, power brakes, air
conditioning. AM.FM radio.
.100 or best offer. Phone 759-
I 1972- Chevy Impala ingeed condition. Call75319964 after 5 p.m.
1970 CHEVELLE MALIBU,
new paint with SS stripes, 350
Motor with 4.speed, radial
tires with ET wbeets, $850
Call 759-4013 at 5 pm: •
4,968 CHEVY (5N, VS,
power steecing and air. $400
436-S601. 
FOR SALE: 19711 Toyota. SR5
Coupe. Call after 5-pm, 753
0191. -
FOR SALE: 1973 Firebird
Formula, low mileage, good
condition..1,545.0adord Drive,
nterbury. Phone 7531864
FOR,. SALE: 1971 Firebirti
For la, neW tires. new
- paint, condition. :Call-
489 236.4 afeer 4 pm
_
1974 Buick Regal, es•
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, must sell.




1970 FORD LTD, 5475. See at
Save Mart. 5 points. Catt
3534 afterS-pm. 
1970 FORD WAGON 'for'
parts, V11, power. steering,
power brakes, air. $100. 436-
5601.
,
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
'anorama Shores. Has living room, kit





Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors To Match Any Decor.
For That Personal Touch See...
Thornton Tile
& Marble
• .Qual* That Will Please''
612 So. 9th 753-5719
1973 GRAND PRIX for sale,
air . conditioned, AM-FM
radio, tilt wheel: power
windows, fair condition. Will
g i vegObil deal. Call 753-8287 
1975 GR.AND TORINO.
power and air, good con
dition, S1350..1972 Plymouth
Gold Duster, avtggatie, 6
cylinder,5850. Call
1979 HONDA ACCORD L














Two bedroom year around home located at Cen-
ter Ridge area. Wall to wall carpet in living
room, family room and bedrooms. Curtains and
some furniture go with the home. Large redwood
deck and good storage area and crawl space.
Ready to move in. Call Guy Spann Realty, 753-
7724
Guy Spann Realty
1106 Sicamore 24 New Service 753-7124-amptioso
Presilki• Nam 1113-111771 Sena 4erbst-.7.84788
Erg Iseves 713-243)
Wee ham, Miesriag Meier 153-071








and interior painting, car
pentry wOrk, small
masonary jobs, decks and




753-1486 and ask for Shelley.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating
Phone 753-1537.
.4('E N'S t AW HARDSVE R
repair. Ports. New and used
lawn mowerS.-7,18 54th. Felt
service. 753-7400.
K & K CONSTRUCTION.
Concrete finishing.
dr ivewa ys,_. porches, patios
and sidewalks. 753-7506 or
753 7619.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
-and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning: Call 753-7203.
LAKE LAND mobile homes,
Service and transport
company, 527-3897, Benton,
KY. Mobile homes moved
anywhere in Kentucky
L isenced and insured.
;MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
lobs a Speciality, also Pat,
chink and seal coating. 753
1537. 
ODD JOBS done. Ca4-73-3




mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Call 435-4173. -
k00F ING, ii-E3100ELING,
p8,infing interior and ex
teriOr. Anything to do with
carpentary we den do it.
Reasonable rateS. 20 years
experience. Senior Citizens
discount Phone 753 2418, 8
am til 9 pm.
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of briawn white
fiea gravel. Also do backhoe






WILL WASH, vacuum, and
wax your car for $20 Free
pickup and delivery. Call 753-
2344. • 
WILL DO plumbinl, eating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling ar q the
home, such. as; painting,
carpeting, and concrete. 753--
2211 or 753-9600. -
$6. FREE COLUMN
FREE! VERY tete I 2 Irish
Setter puppies. Call 753:6497
after 4 30 pm
FREE THREE gray strived
kittens. Call 753 8498.
51. WANTED
WANTED:. FARM families
Interested in a too notch
major Medical group
hospitat coverage. Call Steve
P,a ten!: 'OttiCe 753-7273, homa
759 1134. ' 
WANTED: HOUSE nem;
campus for college girls, 3 tcl
4 bedrooms. Excellent
7 76. 153.0634-or-tw- .734- --:17 . • $
WE BRING PEOPLE HOME
Is inflation beating you down? One way to keep
up is to own your own home. Let us show you this
attractive 3 BR home that is conveniently
located at 1510 Clayshire. Offered in low $30's.
•
903 Doran Road. Just call for an appointment to
see this 3 BR home that's on the market for the
first time. It's in the city school district and
within walking distance of Murray High-School.
It features central gas heat & central electric
air. There's over 2,050 total sq. ft. and is offered
for $53,500.
He're..Itis! An older home in the country with 1k12
acres. In addition to the first floor there are 2
bedrooms upstairs & a full basement. Outside
storage includes a 7x9 3/4 concrete block building
with cement floor qnd wired for electricity. Also a
12x26 frame build* with electricity, water and a
wood burning stove. The 11/2 acres offers apple
trees, peach trees, _a strawberry patch and lots of„good garden Space. Offered at only $36,500.
1.4
Excellent 3 bedroom, 1/2 bath home in rustic set-
ting near Ky. Lake. On extra large lot with ad-
ditional lots available, central heat and air with
firetlace thermostat connections. Not pictured is
a 12x28 brick workshop with electricity and
plumbing. Priced well below replacement cost.
Geeigeous lakeview home. Everything goes with
this 3 BR,4 bath home in Pine ,Bluff Shorts.
Ownetewilf -leave all appliances inclu
microwave. Den has wet bar. Ideally located on 3' -
Iota. sking $57,500. Make an offer.
Need lots of room? Here',s a 5 bedroom 2 bath
home with living room, fireplace and den.
There's also a 30 x 50 concrete block work shop
and it's all situated on approximately 3 acres. It
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Storing Gasoline Could Cost
Much More Than It Saves
FRANKFORT, — With' the
cost of gasoline going up and
the, ay ailablity - -tieing - • down,
some people are storing extra
gasoline in their garages,
basements and trunks of their
cars. That practice could cost
much more than it saves.
Gasoline is the most com-
monly used — and misused —
flammable liquid, says Edsel
Moore, manager of the
-Department for - Human
Resources -consumer product
safety branch:- He reports




gasoline is more dangerous
than varnish, shellac and
thinners," he says.
While many flammable
liquids have the potential of
becoming powerful ex-
plosives, says Moore, one
gallon of gasoline is the ex-
plosive equivalent of about 12
sticks of dynamite.
Injuries from accidents with
flammable liquids are
"grim," says Moore.
-Approximately 70 percent of
these victims must be ad-
mitted to the hospital for
extensive, painful treatment."
The Human Resources
consumer - prodlict safety
branch makes these recom-
mendations: . .
—Never store gasoline in
glass bottles. If you must store
gasoline, use only approved
and labeled safety. cans whicti
have flame arrestors add
pressure release valVes.
—Flammable liqiittls should
be stored in a /cool, well-
ventilated area with no source
of ignition, such as a gas hot
water heater of a gas furnace.
17tioGasoline va rs are heavier
than air. T y can flow along
the ground/and be ignited by a
I Funerals 1
Mrs. Davis Dies At
/Cincinnati; Rites
Here On Monday
Mrs. Marjorie Davis, for-
merly of Murray, • died
Thursday night at the
Woodside Manor, Cincinnati,
Ohio. She was 58 years of age
and the wife 9/ Raymond F.
/Avis-Who died Mardi 3, 1978.
The deceased was born June
2, 1921, in .Louisville to Lenore
Letke: Jones, who survives,
and the late Jessie F. Jones.
• Mrs. D5vis, is survived by
her mother, Mrs. Lenore
Jones. and one sister, Mrs.
Sarah Knopf, both of Cin-
cinnati, Ohio; two brothers,
the Rev. Frank F. Jones,
McArthur, Ohio, and James L.
Jones, Sr., Houston, Texas.
The funeral will be held
Monday at lO, a.m. at the
chapel of the J. Ft Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m.
Sunday.
flame or spark from a con-
siderable distance.
—Do not store gasoline in
the trunk of a car. In even a
minor traffic accident, a hit
stored gasoline and cause a
fatal explosion.
fatal explosion.
—It is wise to keep a
properly rated fire • es-
teinguisher near where
flammable liquids are stored.
—Rags soaked with oil and
gasoline -present a great-fire
hazard and should be properly
_disposed of. Allow such rags to
dr"). outdoors before placing
them in the garbage.
—Do not use gasoline for
cleaning. Mineral spirits,
rylene and various -solvents
are less flammable and are
excellent cleaners.
—Do not fill the fuel tanks of
power mowers or other
gasoline-powered equipment
when the engines are running




--Do not siphon gasoline by
mouth. A few drops of gasoline
in the lungs can kill you. If
gasoline, ,is accidentally
swallowed, do not induce
vomiting. , Call a physician
immediately.
—Start charcoal fires only
with fuels explicitly labeled as
charcoal starters, not
gasoline. Never add lighter
fluid to the fire after it is
_started bev.ausei14.111es cçuld
travel up to the can and cause
an explosion.
—Keep flammable liquids'
out of children's reach.
'Facing Our Crises' will be
theme of the sermons by John
Dale at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services on
Sunday, July 1, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
His scripture will be from
Phil. 4:4-7 and Matt. 28:18-20.
Assisting in the services will
be Jack Rose, Mark Pugh.
Kevin Garner.. Ronnie Sills,
Glen 13:-Gibbs, Ed A. Thomas,
Daniel Clayton, Rod Chatman,
Frank Hargis, Bob Lax, Owen
Moseley, Mark Manners, Jack
Ward, atid Max Walker.
Presiding for .The Lord's
Supper will be Ken Hopkins.
Bob LaMastus, Euin Dick,
Jim Suiter, and Larry Evans.
• Special class helper will be
Rhonda Mahners and teen
nursery helper will be Pam
Sills. Bernice Wilferd and Don
Wright will serve on the ex-
tension department,
Serving the audience for
The Lcird's Supper in July will
be Gary Rowland, Jim
•Spurlock, Keith Boyle, Jerry
Humphreys, Ed Greenfield,
Terry Roberson, Ron McNutt,
Sam Parker, Adrian Cloys,
Russell Curd, Rupert Nix, and
Max Farley.
Nursery attendants for July
will be Sheila Grogan, Betty
Ryan, Debbie Brandon_Sara





July library workers will be
Kay Farley, Larry Evans, and
LaJeanna Thornton. Bus
drivers for July will be
Thomas Schroader, tloy-d
Garland, Bob Miller, and
James Herndon.
CiToinitifig the ,contribution
for the third quarter will be
Stafford Curd, Jon T. Car-
penter, Max Farley, Ted
Howard, Art. Jewell, Joe
Parker, Russell Curd, Joe
Garland, Charles Humphrey,
Paul Kelly. and David Wright.
Look-Look-Look
Dwain Taylor has designated the month of July as
''J.H. hardiman Nix Month."
J. H. Nix will have sold Chevrolets in Murray, Ky. for
25 years. That's a quarter of a century.
Hardin-um would like to thank his friends and
customers for their patronage over the past years
and would like to invite them to come by for a cup of
coffee and shoot the breeze with him.
Beginning July 2 and continuing through July 6
Dwain Taylor will feature special prices on 1979 Monte






List Price 141.530 34
Discounted $1,228.85
Selling Price $7,301.45 Plus Tax
-Stook N(-124&.
Serial No. 17,8711911434469
This car is loaded.
If you buy a Monte Carlo July 3, 4 or 5 you will
receive 10 books of top value stamps. Vie have 7 Monte
Carlos in stock and we'll take trade ins on these units at
these reduced prices.
We want to sell at least 100 new and used units this
July. If you need a good used car or truck we have top




So 12th St., Murray, Ky , '702817
Rev. Mattingly To
Speak At Services
The Rev. Martin Mattingly,
pastor of St. Leo's Catholic
Church, will speak on the
subject, "Healing and
Restoration" with scripture
from -Mark 5:21-43, at the
masses at 6:30 p.m. today
(Saturday) and at 8 and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday.
July 1, at the church.
Coffee and doughnuts will be
served following the 8 and 11
a.m. masses.
Weekday masses will be at
6:15 a.m. Monday, and 4:30





The First Baptist Church
will v.ornfitission the.Montana
MISsion '7q Team which will
',leave July 5 ai the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday, July I, at
the church.
'Members -tif the team in-
clude ,Kay Adams, Charles
Beaman, .1.yntie Beatty, Lee
Bryan, Mitzi Cathey, Deena
Dailey, ruth gray, Steve
Hussung, Lisa Jones, Mary
Morris, 'Amy .NoffPinger,
Lynne Outland, Stan Routt,
JalieSams, Carol Sears, Steve
Sears, Danna Shipley, Karen
Shipley, Randy Sorrow, Mark
A. Vinson, Mark C. Vinson,
Fat Whitlow, and Bill _Whit-
taker. - • 
_
The pastor, the Rey,Dr. Bill
Whittaker. will speak on the
subject, "Christ and Caesar,"
at the morning hour with
Grayson McClure, deacon of
the week,. assisting in the
serVfees
• The Church Choir and the
Brass Ensemble will present
special music, -along with a
solo by Gui Robertson, Jr.
Wayne 'Halley is minister of
music with Joan Bowker as
organist and Doug Vancil as
pianist.
The ordinance of baptism
will also be observed at !he
morning hour.
Dr. Whittaker will speak on
If I Only Had The Time" with
scripture from Ephesians
.5:15-16 at the 7 p.m. service.
The , Men's Choir will sing
and Mr. Halley will sing a
solo. Mrs. Bowker will be
organist and Allene Knight
willb e pianist. The Rev. G. T.
Moody, associate pastor, will
assist in the services. _
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr*. Lee Hook, WS..
Vaughn Vandergrift, Mrs.
Tommy Walker, Miss Lisa
Winters, Mrs. Jeannie Carson,
Mrs. Orrtiond Price, Mrs. Van
Waughn, Miss Lee Bryan,
, Mrs. Richard Crouch, Miss
Brenda Rowland, and Mr. and
Mts. Marvin Harris. -
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 6
pan, •
TO APPEAR — Ronald McDonald wal be at the Murray
McDonalds from 7-9 p.m. Monday, July 2, to help raise
funds for Bryan lefferey McCown, born March 31, three
months premature.
Men To Trace Boone's
Trail Through Kentucky
Many a youngster — and
adult — has dreamed of
following the trail of Daniel
Boone!s---exploration through
Kentucky. Thirty young men
from si Appalachian counties
will hasç their dream come
true in J ly when they trace
1,000 mile 4f the rivers Boone
knew, either in his 1779 ex-
plorations or when he left
Kentucky for Missouri 20
years later. The Kentucky,
Ohio, Green, Cumberland,
Tennessee and Mississippi'
rivers will all figure into their--
trip. -
The voyage is the idea of
.Father Ralph W. Betting of the
Christian 'Appalachian
Project in Lancaster, Ky. A
68-ft. houseboat, the Daniel
Boone, will transport the
group. They will stop and visit
at all the important historical
landmarks and attractions on
the Kentucky and Ohio Rivers,
such as Fort Boonesborough,
Frankfort,' Louisville and
Owensboro.
Their trip will begin July 1
at Beatty-ville, Ky., put in at
• Cincinnati to take aboard.
provisions and then continue




Bruce Logue, minister of the
University Church of Christ,.
will speak at the 10:30 am.•
and 6 p.m. services on Supday;
July 1, at the church.
His morning topic will be
':The Corporate Nature of the
Church" with scripture from I
John 1:1-3,2:18-19, and 4:21.
The evening topic will be
"Building Up The Body of
Christ" with scripture from
Romans 12:3-13.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, W. H. Brooks,




Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Jimmy Ford..
Bobby Martin, Tint Feltner;
Jeff Berkley. Duane Dycus,
Jimmy West, Chuck Wilson.





Stacey Curd, Dee Gantt, and
Gwen Hoover.
Bible study will be at 9 30
a.m. Sunday,
FREE DELIVERY FREE DELIVERY FREE DELIVERY FREE
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make excursions down the
Green, Cumberland, Ten-
nessee and Mississippi rivers
and back to the Onio. If all
goes according to schedule,
the group should-be in Cairo on
July 27.
Both the Kentuclty and Ohio
rivers have their share of
history. The Ohio was visited
by the explorers De Soto and
La Salle before 1675. Boone
and James Harrod came up
the Kentucky River in 1775,
Harrod to found Harrodsburg
and Boone, Boonesborough.
There are stretehes of river
scenery that have not changed
since Boone's 'and Harrod's
day; but even if they Squint
their eyes, the group will not
likely see a canoe of Indians
through the rising, evening
mist.
Fair Has Appaloosa Show
Kentucky's first Appaloosa A versatile animal, 
the The Louisville Children's
national show will be held at Appaloosa's coat may vary in
 Theatre-Stage I is co-
the Kentuoity Fair & color, but all are light ove
r the sponsoring the ten-day horse
Exposition • Center in loin and hip and have spots sh
ow a ith the Appaloosa
Louisville, July 6-15. The 32nd that fluty vary from some as
 Horse Club Inc., whose
Annual National Appaloosa tiny as a speck to others
 four headquarters are in Moscow,
Horse Show, which will inchet In diameter. 
Idaho. Both organizations are
feature more than 2,000 The show's scheduJe will be 
non-profit. Tickets for all
Appaloosa horses, is expected packed with a variety of new 
events are on sale at the
to attract 10,000 visitors to competitive activities not
 Broadbent Arena, Kentucky
usually seen in Kentucky Fair & Exposition Center,
The official Appaloosa horse shows. Both youths and 
txluisville. There will be no
registry was started in 1938 by adults will take part in the ad
vance ticket sales and there
horsemen who were deter- competition. A national queen 
will be no shows on the
mined to rescue a famous Nez will be crowned during the
 evenings of July 10 and 11.
Perce Indian war horSe from Louisville show. Ad
ult tickets for evening
.obscurity. Many of the Indians On the evening of July 10, 
performances will be $4;
settled in thePalouse Ftivie—the public is invited to attend- youths'44citetst5-14yea
rts-oldi
druli of Hew, and-a-biavels —the-National Appaloosa Cale  _wrillbe childreilkyearsAld_
colorful horse was known as a and under 
will be admitted
Palouse, which, slurred over Memorial Church To free'
the tongue, became Apalouse,




The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., minister of the
First United Methodist
Church, will speak on the
subject, "A Christian
Unashamed" with scripture
from Romans 1:16-17 at the
8:45 and 10:50 a.m...-services on
Sunday, Ju)2; 1, at the church.
Kare,„o Jackson will sing a
solo, "I Believe God Is Real,"
at both services.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Rick
McManus as guest organist,
will sing the anthem, "Wor-
ship Canticle," at the later
service. "
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m. Sunday.
The Senior High UMYF will
have a cookout and water-
melon feast at t,he Beyer home
at. 5:30 p.m., and the Junior
High UMYF will have a pool
.party at Jobs Realtors from 4
' to 6 p.m:, both on Sunday.
Also on Sunday at 6:30 p.m.
the Christian Adult Class
party will be held at the
Baggett's home.
- Singles Unlimited will leave
the church at 7:30 am, on
Saturday, July 7, for a trip to
Opryland. Nashville, Tenn.
The Memorial Baptist
Church will observe the or-
dinance of The Lord's Supper
at the 10:50 a.m. services on _
Sunday, July.. 1. The pastor,
the Rev. Dr. Jerrejl White,
will speak at both the morning
and the 7 p.m. pervices.
Hayden Hickman, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning worship hour.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Milton Gresham,
minister of music and youth,
will present special music.
Mr. Gresham will sing a solo
at the evening hour. Margaret
Wilkins will be organist and
Sharon Owens will be pianist.
Church Teaching with
Elbert Thomason as director
will be at 9:40 a.m., and
Church Training with Bill







Chapter of Murray will not
hold its weekly • meetings
during the month of July and
first week in August. Summer
schedules of participants and
sponsors is the major reason
for this change, a spokesman
said.
Parent meetings will
resume on Monday, Aug. 6,
along with limited child
related activities.
Although meetings will not
be held for the next six weeks,
any parent wanting assistance
may use the telephone net-
work that is a service of
Parents Anonymous.
Suggested numbers to call
during this period are 759-4875
and 759-1792.
KING'S DEN Bel Air Center
Summer Clearance
Sale
40 To 61r/0 Off
alga
FREE-OLFROST Refrigerator!.
with the freezer where you want it...
and get a high capacity
Amana Aiitomatic Ice Maker
.41M.11111•111111MMS
ay... •For**







Its true 'And it s terrific. Just in time for the cold drink seaSon.
And its yours at no extra cost with any Amana Free-O'-Frost R
efrigerator
...no matter where you wani the freezer
•ON THE TOP •ON THE SIDE • ON THE BOTTOM
—
GET THE KIND OF AMANA FEATURES YOU WANT!
• Amana "Refrioirrator-vrithin-a-refrigerator"
meat keeper on most models - that keeps meat
fresh longer because super cold an surrounds the
oulsede welhout drying the meat
• ditor•Idor refrigerator door
-
deep enough to hold
halt-gallon milk cartons
• Adjustable Cantilever Shelves on
most models let you change storage





• Unflawed steel doors add the
ware look of leather and help hide finger-




• 3-Position Energy Sayer Control
lets you match the redr•gerstOr to the
humidity conditions in your home
• Decorator colors —
Autumn Gold Almond Avocado
Coppettone and Whrte
PLUS AN AUTOMATIC ICE MAKER WHEN YOU BUY NOWT 
A0
S6•10 RETAIL VALUE...AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
95
•on., [10.os not 11,311,V tO •msna It• N Water rrtod•ts •It••cht /1/tr• an rnak•r
OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 34 7979 AT PARTICIPATING AMA NA RETAILERS
Come on in—Hurry! This is too good to miss!
MURRAY.i.1-KENTIJCI--"111711111111111111.1".*‘
